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Abstract

Financial contagion occurs when return and volatility transmit between fundamentally un-

related sectors. We develop an equilibrium model showing that contagion arises because

investors pay fluctuating attention to news. As a negative shock hits one sector, investors

pay more attention to it. This raises the volatility of equilibrium discount rates resulting

in simultaneous spikes in cross-sector correlations and volatilities. We test the economic

mechanism of our model on fundamentally unrelated U.S. industries, which we identity us-

ing their customer-supplier relationships. Consistent with the model’s predictions, empirical

evidence shows that fluctuating attention generates return and volatility spillovers between

fundamentally unrelated industries.
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1. Introduction1

Contagion in financial markets has been extensively documented in the empirical litera-2

ture (e.g., Hamao et al., 1990; Lin et al., 1994).1 Indeed, there is ample evidence of return3

and volatility spillovers between two fundamentally unrelated securities. Such phenomena4

have become increasingly important in light of the subprime and sovereign debt crises. This5

is because simultaneous spikes in return volatilities and cross-return correlations significantly6

alter risk management strategies, optimal portfolio choices, and the trading of derivatives.7

In this paper, we provide theoretical and empirical evidence that investors’ fluctuating8

attention to news is an important channel through which contagion arises in financial mar-9

kets. We show that when investors’ attention to a particular sector increases, risk-adjusted10

discount rates become more volatile. As a result, return volatilities and cross-return correla-11

tions increase simultaneously in the entire market, despite the fact that cash-flows and news12

associated to each sector are independent from one another.13

We consider a pure-exchange economy à la Lucas (1978) with two risky assets—sectors—14

that are claims to two exogenous and independent dividend streams. The economy is popu-15

lated by a representative investor who needs to estimate both unobservable expected dividend16

growth rates (henceforth fundamentals). The investor has two different types of relevant in-17

formation at hand: information provided by the observation of dividends, and information18

provided by the observation of news. The key innovation here is that the investor pays fluc-19

tuating attention to news, which is supported by recent empirical evidence in Fisher et al.20

(2017) and Rossi and Gargano (2017).2 In other words, there are periods when she is well21

focused and capable of processing many news sources, and periods when she is not. Mo-22

tivated by the findings of Andrei and Hasler (2015), we let investor’s attention to a given23

sector depend on the past performance of that sector’s dividend growth. We emphasize24

that attention to one sector is independent from attention to the other sector because their25

dividend dynamics are independent.26

1See also King and Wadhwani (1990), King et al. (1994), Karolyi and Stulz (1996), Fleming et al. (1998),
Kaminsky and Reinhart (2000), Bae et al. (2003), Bekaert et al. (2005), Kallberg and Pasquariello (2005,
2008), Barberis et al. (2005), Boyer et al. (2006), and Diebold and Yilmaz (2009).

2See also Da et al. (2011), Vlastakis and Markellos (2012), and Sicherman et al. (2015).
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We fit the model to the realized and expected real dividend growth rates of U.S. industry27

sectors. We define industries following the Fama-French 48 (FF48) industry classification28

and fit the model using maximum likelihood. This estimation allows us to examine how in-29

vestor attention changes following dividend growth shocks. We find that attention increases30

following negative dividend growth shocks, and decreases following positive shocks. This31

finding is consistent with recent empirical findings. For instance, the media attention mea-32

sures of Fisher et al. (2017) increase following adverse fundamental shocks. The attention33

to financial and economic news index of Andrei and Hasler (2015) spikes during the recent34

financial crisis. Vlastakis and Markellos (2012) and Goddard et al. (2015) find a positive35

relation between attention and volatility in the cross-section of U.S. stocks and exchanges36

rates, respectively.37

The model estimation also allows us to extract the monthly time series of investor atten-38

tion to each industry, which we later use to empirically test the model’s predictions. We illus-39

trate that these model-implied attention measures are indeed capturing time-varying investor40

attention in a number of ways. For instance, Fisher et al. (2017) and Gargano and Rossi41

(2017) show that stock trading volume and investor attention are positively and strongly42

related. We find strong evidence in support of their findings using our model-implied at-43

tention measures. Dellavigna and Pollet (2009) find that post-earnings-announcement drifts44

(PEAD) are much stronger for Friday earnings announcements when investor attention is45

likely lower. We reach a similar conclusion by finding that PEAD is significantly stronger46

when our model-implied attention measures are relatively lower. Consistent with the model’s47

prediction, we also find that future uncertainty, proxied by the absolute analysts’ forecast48

error on real GDP growth (van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp, 2006), is inversely related to49

the current model-implied attention.50

The model predicts that fluctuating attention implies return and volatility spillover effects51

among fundamentally unrelated sectors. The intuition is as follows. As a negative shock hits52

one sector, more attention is paid to news on that sector. Since the content of news is used to53

estimate the economic fundamental, a rise in attention implies a faster transmission of news,54

thereby increasing the volatility of that sector’s estimated fundamental. In equilibrium,55

a more volatile estimated fundamental endogenously generates more volatile equilibrium56
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discount rates. This in turn implies increases in the volatility of the sector hit by the shock,57

the volatility of the sector that is unrelated to it, and the cross-sector return correlation.58

The key mechanism of how shocks propagate from one sector to another is therefore through59

attention and discount rates.60

We put our model to the test by examining financial contagion among unrelated sectors61

in the U.S. equity market from 1972 through 2015. Our goal is to examine contagion between62

FF48 industries that are likely to be fundamentally unrelated to one another. We use firms’63

customer-supplier relationships information constructed from the COMPUSTAT Segment64

Customer File to identify a network of their suppliers and customers. For any two firms to65

be considered fundamentally unrelated, they must belong to different industries and must66

have at least six degrees of separation between them in the customer-supplier relationships67

database. To obtain a fundamentally unrelated industry pair, we require that less than 5%68

of firms in the first industry are fundamentally related to firms in the second industry, and69

vice versa. Using this method, we are able to identify 18 unique pairs of fundamentally70

unrelated industries.71

We empirically test the model’s predictions on these 18 pairs of unrelated industries. We72

use a panel-regression framework that examines how monthly changes in investor attention73

affect industry return volatilities and cross-industry return correlations. Industry return74

volatilities and correlations are calculated using the exponentially-weighted moving-average75

(EWMA) model, and investor attention measures to each industry are obtained from the76

model-implied estimates through maximum likelihood.77

The model predicts that fluctuating attention generates volatility spillovers and return78

spillovers between two fundamentally unrelated sectors. We confirm these empirical predic-79

tions. We find that an increase in attention to one industry leads to an increase in its return80

volatility as well as in the return volatility of its unrelated industry. Moreover, we find that81

the returns of two unrelated industries are more positively correlated when attention to one82

of the two industries increases.83

This paper contributes to two strands of literature. The first is that examining how con-84

tagion arises in financial markets. It is generally difficult to explain both return and volatility85

spillover effects in a unified general equilibrium framework. For instance, in Cochrane et al.86
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(2008) return volatilities and the cross-return correlation are driven by dividend shares. An87

increase in the dividend share of one sector mechanically decreases that of the other causing88

volatilities to move in opposite directions. Therefore, although the model implies a positive89

correlation, it cannot generate simultaneous increases in volatilities and correlation. Yuan90

(2005) shows that asymmetric information and financial constraints lead to contagion. In91

Pasquariello (2007), contagion is implied by asymmetric information and systemic risk. In92

these two studies, contagion is defined as the correlation in excess of a benchmark model.93

Such definition differs from ours in that we require return volatilities and cross-return cor-94

relations of fundamentally unrelated sectors to increase simultaneously. Using the same95

definition of contagion as ours, Kyle and Xiong (2001) show that contagion is implied by96

wealth effects. In contrast, our paper shows both theoretically and empirically that investors’97

fluctuating attention to news leads to financial contagion.98

Our paper also contributes to the literature examining how investor attention affects99

asset prices. Huberman and Regev (2001) provide evidence that new information can only100

influence prices if investors pay attention to it. Dellavigna and Pollet (2009) find the post-101

earnings announcement drift is particularly strong subsequent to Friday announcements,102

suggesting that inattention delays the incorporation of information into prices. Da et al.103

(2011) provide evidence that attention predicts short-term stock returns. Garcia (2013)104

shows that news explain market returns better in recessions than in expansions, suggesting105

that investors’ attention to news concentrates in down markets. Andrei and Hasler (2015)106

find that stock market volatility and risk premia increase with both investors’ attention107

and uncertainty. Peng and Xiong (2006) show that investors optimally gather market and108

industry-specific information as opposed to firm-specific information when their information109

processing capacity is constrained. van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010) show that in-110

vestors with limited information processing capacity optimally learn about a subset of assets111

only, leading to under-diversification.3 Veldkamp (2006a) and Veldkamp (2006b) show that112

optimal information acquisition helps explain the positive co-movement among assets and113

stock market frenzies, respectively. Andrei and Hasler (2017) show that optimal attention114

3In a similar framework, Mondria and Quintana-Domeque (2013) show that high cash-flow volatility in
one market attracts attention to that market, and therefore implies a low asset price in the other market.
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to news is highest when the stock return predictor is far away from its mean. It is impor-115

tant to note that information acquisition is endogenous and optimal in the last five studies,116

whereas it is modeled in reduced form (exogenous) in our framework. By showing the effect117

of fluctuating attention on the cross-section of returns and volatilities, our paper adds a new118

and complementary contribution to this literature.119

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model and120

derives the equilibrium variables. Section 3 exposes the model’s predictions. Section 4121

discusses our empirical tests and results. Section 5 concludes. Derivations and computational122

considerations are provided in the appendix.123

2. The Economy124

In this section, we describe the economic environment as well as the learning and opti-125

mization problems faced by a representative investor who pays fluctuating attention to news.126

We then solve the learning and optimization problems and characterize the corresponding127

equilibrium asset prices.128

We consider an infinite horizon economy populated by a representative investor who con-129

sumes the sum of two output streams (henceforth the dividends) with unobservable expected130

growth rates (henceforth the fundamentals). All quantities are expressed in units of a single131

perishable good with price equal to unity. The set of securities available for investment132

consists in one riskless asset in zero net supply and two risky assets (stocks) in positive133

supply of one unit. The riskless asset is locally deterministic and pays a riskless rate r to be134

determined in equilibrium. The two stocks are claims to the exogenous dividends δ1 and δ2135

and have prices P1 and P2, respectively. Dividends dynamics are written as136

dδit
δit

= fitdt+ σδdW
δ
it, i ∈ {1, 2} (1)

where
(
W δ

1 ,W
δ
2

)>
is a standard Brownian motion.137

Although the investor does not observe fundamentals f1 and f2, she knows that these138

processes follow139
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dfit = λ(f̄ − fit)dt+ σfdW
f
it , i ∈ {1, 2} (2)

where
(
W f

1 ,W
f
2

)>
is a standard Brownian motion. Hence fundamentals mean-revert to140

their long-term means f̄ at speed λ.141

The investor has four pieces of information available to estimate the value of the fun-142

damentals. The first two pieces consist in the dividend growth rates dδ1
δ1

and dδ2
δ2

. Because143

fundamentals drive dividends, observing dividend growth rates provides valuable information144

about the level of fundamentals.145

The remaining two pieces of information are signals denoted by s1 and s2. Their dynamics146

are147

dsit = ΦitdW
f
it +

√
1− Φ2

itdW
s
it, i ∈ {1, 2} (3)

where Φ1, Φ2 ∈ (0, 1) represent fluctuating accuracies of the signals. We assume that148

Brownian shocks in Equations (1)-(3) are independent. This assumption implies that markets149

are perfectly symmetric and fundamentally unrelated, which allows us to precisely determine150

the mechanism leading to contagion.151

The dynamics of the information signals in Equation (3) are motivated as follows. Assume152

the investor collects mit, i ∈ {1, 2} signals sjit, j = 1, . . . ,mit at time t. sji is the j-th noisy153

signal providing information on fundamental i. For simplicity, let assume that accuracies of154

these individual signals are given by a similar process as follows dsjit = adW f
it +
√

1− a2dW j
it,155

where 0 < a < 1 is the accuracy of the individual signals and all Brownian motions are156

uncorrelated. By aggregating, the investor can summarize these mi sources of information157

into two signals si whose dynamics are158

dsit = ΦitdW
f
it +

√
1− Φ2

1tdW
s
it, (4)

where Φit = a√
1
mit

(1+(mit−1)a2)
. Comparing (3) and (4) shows that both specifications are159

equivalent. That is, the investor can change the accuracy of information Φi by choosing the160
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number of signals mi she acquires. When the investor is very attentive to news, the number161

of individual signals collected is large and leads to high accuracy. When the investor is162

inattentive to news, the number of signals acquired is small and leads to low accuracy. For163

this reason, we call Φi the attention to news associated to stock i.164

Our specification for the information signal in (3) follows that in Scheinkman and Xiong165

(2003), Dumas et al. (2009), and Xiong and Yan (2010). It shows that signals, s1 and s2,166

provide information on the unexpected shocks driving fundamentals and not on their levels,167

as in Detemple and Kihlstrom (1987) and Veronesi (2000) among others. Although we adopt168

the former specification, our results also hold under the alternative.169

2.1. Definition of Fluctuating Attention170

Attention to stock i is defined as follows:171

Φit =
Ψ

Ψ + (1−Ψ)eΛπit
, i ∈ {1, 2} (5)

πit =

∫ t

0

e−ω(t−u)

(
dδiu
δiu
− f̂iudu

)
, (6)

where Ψ > 0, ω > 0, Ψ > 0, and Λ ∈ R.172

The parameter Ψ is the long-run level of attention paid to each stock. Attention paid173

to stock i depends on the process πi, which measures the performance of dividend i’s past174

growth rate relative to the investor’s estimate of the fundamental, f̂i.
4,5 For this reason, we175

refer to πi as dividend i’s performance index. In order to map the level of the performance176

index, πi ∈ R, to the level of attention, Φi ∈ (0, 1), we use the logistic transformation as177

described in Equation (5).178

The coefficient Λ indicates how the level of attention Φi changes in relation to the dividend179

performance index πi. If Λ is positive, a positive shock to πi, i.e., a positive dividend growth180

surprise, decreases the level of attention. That is, attention decreases when the investor181

underestimates the dividend growth rate (when f̂i < dδi/δi). If Λ is negative, a positive182

4The dividend performance index is inspired by Koijen et al. (2009) who assume that expected stock
returns depend on the past performance of realized returns.

5The investor’s estimate of the fundamental, f̂i, is described in details in Section 2.2.
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shock to πi increases Φi, implying that attention increases when the investor underestimates183

the growth rate. The magnitude of Λ determines the range of attention. If Λ is large,184

attention effectively belongs to the entire interval (0, 1). If instead Λ is relatively small, the185

range of attention is narrow. If Λ is zero, attention is constant and equal to the long-run186

level Ψ.187

The parameter ω in (6) controls the importance of past dividend growth surprises relative188

to the current dividend growth surprise. If ω is small, past dividend surprises matter in the189

determination of the current performance index. If instead ω is large, past realizations of190

dividend surprises do not significantly alter the value of the performance index. Applying191

Itô’s lemma to Equation (6) yields the following dynamics for the performance indices192

dπit = −ωπitdt+ σδdWit, i ∈ {1, 2}, (7)

where dWit = 1
σδ

(
dδit
δit
− f̂idt

)
is dividend i’s scaled surprise at time t. The dynamics of the193

performance indices in (7) show that πi reverts to 0 at speed ω.194

Equations (5) and (6) show a one-to-one mapping between attention and dividend perfor-195

mance indices. Thus, attention is observable and the vector of state variables is conditionally196

Gaussian. This implies that standard Bayesian filtering techniques can be applied to our197

model, a task that we undertake in the next section.198

2.2. Filtered State Variables199

The investor learns about the fundamental fi, i ∈ {1, 2} by observing two different200

sources of information: the dividend δi and the signal si.
6 Proposition 1 describes the201

dynamics of the state variables inferred using these two sources of information.202

Proposition 1. Following Liptser and Shiryaev (2001), the dynamics of the state variables203

inferred by the investor satisfy204

6Note that the dividend performance index πi, or equivalently the attention process Φi, does not provide
more information than the dividend δi and is therefore not part of the filtering problem.
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dδit
δit

= f̂itdt+ σδdWit, (8)

df̂it = λ(f̄ − f̂it)dt+
γit
σδ
dWit + σfΦitdWi+2,t, (9)

dπit = −ωπitdt+ σδdWit, (10)

dγit =

(
−γ

2
it

σ2
δ

− 2λγit + σ2
f

(
1− Φ2

it

))
dt, i ∈ {1, 2}. (11)

The 4-dimensional innovation process W is a standard Brownian motion defined by205

dWt ≡
(
dW1t dW2t dW3t dW4t

)>
=
(

1
σδ

(
dδ1t
δ1t
− f̂1tdt

)
1
σδ

(
dδ2t
δ2t
− f̂2tdt

)
ds1t ds2t

)>
.

(12)

206

Proof. See Theorem 12.7 in Liptser and Shiryaev (2001).207

The dynamics of the dividend process in (8) follow closely those in (1), but with the208

filtered fundamental f̂i replacing the true fundamental fi. The dynamics of the filtered209

fundamentals, however, differ from those in Equation (2). When the investor learns about210

the fundamental by observing the dividend and the signal, the dynamics in Equation (9)211

show that the volatility of the filtered fundamental is stochastic and driven by two compo-212

nents. The first, γit ≡ E
(

(fit − f̂it)2|Ot
)

, is the uncertainty about the current value of the213

fundamental given the investor’s current observation filtration. The second is attention Φi.214

Looking at Equations (9) and (12), we see that uncertainty loads on the dividend innova-215

tion while attention loads on the news signal innovation. As attention increases, the investor216

perceives the news source as more important relative to the dividend source. Conversely,217

reduced attention pushes the investor to weigh the information content of the dividend more218

than that of the news signal. This naturally implies that an increase (decrease) in attention219

weakens (strengthens) the correlation between dividends and fundamentals.220

The dynamics in Equation (11) show that attention also impacts the level of uncer-221

tainty. As attention increases, the investor gathers more accurate information. Therefore,222

the learning procedure becomes more efficient and uncertainty decreases. Conversely, as223
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attention drops investors acquire less accurate information and uncertainty rises. For suffi-224

ciently high (low) attention level, the third component in Equation (11) decreases (increase)225

enough to generate lower (higher) uncertainty. Interestingly, there is a lag between a change226

in attention and a change in uncertainty because uncertainty is locally deterministic. That227

is, high attention implies low future uncertainty, whereas low attention is followed by high228

uncertainty.229

2.3. Equilibrium230

The representative investor has CRRA utility over consumption. Since the investment231

horizon is assumed to be infinite, the investor maximizes her expected lifetime utility of232

consumption subject to a budget constraint233

sup
C,h

Et
(∫ ∞

t

e−∆(s−t) C
1−α
s

1− α
ds

)
s.t dVt = (rtVt + htdiag (Pt) (µt − rt12×1)− Ct) dt+ htdiag (Pt)DtdWt,

where C is consumption, V is wealth, µ is the 2 × 1 vector of expected stock returns, h is234

the 1× 2 vector of risky asset holdings, D is the 2× 4 matrix of stock return diffusion, ∆ is235

the subjective discount rate, and α is the coefficient of relative risk aversion. The risk-free236

rate r and the 2× 1 vector of stock prices P are determined in equilibrium.237

Solving the optimization problem and clearing markets yields the following state-price238

density239

ξt = e−∆t

(
Ct
C0

)−α
= e−∆t

(
δ1t + δ2t

δ1,0 + δ2,0

)−α
. (13)

Equation (13) shows that the state-price density depends on dividend 1 and dividend 2.240

As either fundamental 1 or fundamental 2 increases, the expected value of discount factors241

decreases or, in other words, the expected discount rates increase. As will be explained242

further, the interactions between fundamentals and discount rates implied by fluctuating243

attention to news are key determinants of the contagion phenomenon.244

Since the state-price density ξ prices future cash-flows, the price P T
i of a security paying245

a single-dividend δiT at time T is defined by246
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P T
it = e−∆(T−t)Et

((
δ1T + δ2T

δ1t + δ2t

)−α
δiT

)
.

Proposition 2 characterizes the price of the single-dividend paying securities.247

Proposition 2. At time t, the prices P T
1t and P T

2t of the securities paying the single-dividends248

δ1T and δ2T at time T satisfy249

P T
1t = e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+αQT

)
(14)

P T
2t = e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+(α−1)QT

)
− P T

1t, (15)

where ζi ≡ log δi is the log-dividend, and Q = log δ1
δ1+δ2

the log-dividend share.250

Proof. See Appendix D.251

The stock price Pit, i ∈ {1, 2} at current time t is defined as the sum of the single-dividend252

paying securities P T
it over maturities T253

Pit =

∫ ∞
t

P T
it dT. (16)

Equations (14) and (15) show that the single-dividend paying securities are determined254

by moment-generating functions (henceforth transforms) of the vector (ζ1, Q)>. Comput-255

ing these transforms is challenging, as the vector of state variables is not affine-quadratic.256

Appendix E exposes a simple methodology that allows us to accurately approximate them.257

2.4. Model Calibration258

We fit the model to the realized and expected real dividend growth rates of U.S. industry259

sectors using maximum likelihood. We define industries following the Fama-French 48 (FF48)260

industry classification. The data is available at the monthly frequency from 08/1972 to261

08/2015. Details on the data and the estimation are provided in Appendix C.262

Table 1 reports the parameter estimates obtained from the model calibration. Consistent263

with the estimation performed by Andrei and Hasler (2015) on real GDP growth rates, the264
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parameter Λ is positive and significant, suggesting that the investor is more attentive to news265

when the dividend performance index is low than when it is high. We find that the estimate266

for ω is 0.122. This estimate implies that the dividend performance index in Equation (6)267

assigns an 85% weight to the past 15 years of dividend surprise observations.7 Our estimate268

of ω, therefore, indicates that dividend surprises observed more than 15 years ago have little269

impact on current attention.270

The maximum likelihood estimation allows us to extract the monthly time series of model-271

implied attention to each of the Fama-French 48 industries. Their time series are depicted272

in Appendix F. We later use these calibrated attention measures as our proxies for investor273

attention when testing the model’s predictions in Section 4.274

[Insert Table 1 about here.]

3. Model Implications275

In this section, we investigate the implications of fluctuating attention on the dynamics of276

return volatilities and cross-return correlation between two fundamentally unrelated stocks.277

We show that increased attention to one stock raises return volatilities on both stocks, as well278

as their cross-return correlation. That is, fluctuating attention implies return and volatility279

spillover effects among fundamentally unrelated stocks.280

3.1. Volatility Spillovers281

In order to understand the mechanism leading to contagion, let us first characterize the282

components of the stock return diffusion. Since the innovation process (12) driving the283

filtered state variables consists of four components, applying Itô’s lemma to stock prices in284

(16) yields the following stock return diffusion matrix D285

D ≡

D11 D12 D13 D14

D21 D22 D23 D24,

 ,

7Note that the weights assigned to the past 7, 10, 15, and 20 years of dividend surprise observations are
about 60%, 70%, 85%, and 90%, respectively.
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where Dij is the j-th component of the return diffusion of stock i. The components of the286

diffusion matrix D are provided in Proposition 3 below.287

Proposition 3. The diffusion components of stock i satisfy288

Di1 =
Pif̂1

Pi

γ1

σδ
+ σδ

(
1 +

Piπ1

Pi
+
PiQ
Pi

(
1− eQ

))
, Di2 =

Pif̂2

Pi

γ2

σδ
+ σδ

(
Piπ2

Pi
+
PiQ
Pi

(
eQ − 1

))
,

Di3 =
Pif̂1

Pi
σfΦ1, Di4 =

Pif̂2

Pi
σfΦ2,

where Piy stands for the derivative of stock i with respect to the state variable y.289

For brevity, we drop the time t notation when writing the stock price Pi and its partial290

derivative Piy with respect to state y. Nevertheless, we note that all notations regarding the291

stock price should be referenced against the current time t.292

Definition 1. The return variance of stock i, σ2
i , satisfies293

σ2
i =

4∑
j=1

D2
ij,

where the component of the stock return diffusion Dij is provided in Proposition 3.294

Proposition 3 and Definition 1 show that a change in attention to stock 1 impacts the295

return volatility of both stock 1 and stock 2 through the stock return diffusion component296

Di3. The significance of the impact is determined by the sensitivity of stock prices P1 and297

P2 to a shock in the filtered fundamental f̂1. The properties of the sensitivity, Pif̂1
, are298

discussed below.299

A positive shock in the filtered fundamental f̂1 has two opposite effects on stock 1. First,300

dividend δ1 is expected to increase. This is the direct channel. Second, discount rates rise301

(see Equation (13)), which represent the indirect channel. The direct channel pushes stock302

price P1 up, while the indirect channel pushes stock price P1 down. As explained in Veronesi303

(2000), the indirect discounting channel is stronger than the direct dividend channel as long304

as risk aversion is sufficiently large. Indeed, an increase in expected future consumption305
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increases current consumption because the investor smoothes consumption over time. This306

implies that savings/investments decrease as do the demands for risky assets and the riskless307

asset. As a result, the prices of stock 1 and stock 2 decline while the risk-free rate rises.308

The decline in stock price P2 is more pronounced than the decline in stock price P1 because309

stock 2 is only impacted by the discounting effect. Note that if the representative agent had310

either a risk aversion smaller than one or recursive utility (Epstein and Zin, 1989) with an311

elasticity of intertemporal substitution larger than one, then stock 1 would be more sensitive312

to a change in fundamental 1 than stock 2.313

[Insert Figure 1 about here.]

Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between the return volatilities of both stocks and314

attention to stock 1. As attention to stock 1 increases, both return volatilities increase.315

That is, fluctuating attention implies volatility spillover effects. The volatility of stock 2316

increases more than that of stock 1 because stock 2 is influenced by the indirect discounting317

channel only. Regarding stock 1, the direct channel of dividend δ1 dampens the indirect318

discounting channel and therefore implies a weaker increase in its volatility. Symmetrically,319

the volatility of stock 1 increases more than that of stock 2 as attention to stock 2 increases.320

Overall, an increase in attention to any stock leads to contagion in the form of increased321

return volatility of each stock. A consequence of this result is that an increase in aggregate322

attention Φ1 + Φ2 also implies an increase in each stock return volatility.323

[Insert Table 2 about here.]

While Figure 1 describes the static relationship between attention and volatilities, we324

next examine how stock return volatilities react to a change in attention in a dynamic325

setting. Such analysis is useful for understanding the economic relevance of fluctuating326

attention on volatilities under the presence of noises generated by the other state variables.327

We simulate the model at the monthly frequency for 50 years, using the parameters and initial328

variables reported in Table 1. Table 2 shows the dependence of stock return volatilities on329

attention paid to stocks 1 and 2 as well as on aggregate attention. Consistent with the330

results of Figure 1, stock return volatilities increase with attention to stock 1 and attention331

to stock 2. All coefficients are positive and significant at the 1% level, which shows that332
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volatility spillovers are statistically detectable and strong. Furthermore, there is a positive333

and statistically significant relationship between the volatilities of both stocks and aggregate334

attention. Overall, these results show that, although volatilities are also influenced by the335

other state variables of the model, the impact of these other state variables is not strong336

enough to make attention-driven volatility spillovers statistically insignificant.337

3.2. Return Spillovers338

We now turn to the relationship between attention and the co-movement of stock returns.339

The covariance and correlation between returns of stock 1 and stock 2 are described in340

Definition 2 below.341

Definition 2. The cross-return covariance, σ12, and the cross-return correlation, ρ12, satisfy342

σ12 =
4∑
j=1

D1jD2j, ρ12 =
σ12

σ1σ2

=

∑4
j=1D1jD2j√∑4

j=1 D
2
1j

√∑4
j=1D

2
2j

,

where the component of the stock return diffusion Dij is provided in Proposition 3.343

[Insert Figure 2 about here.]

We plot the static relationship between attention paid to stock 1 and the cross-return344

correlation in Figure 2. The cross-return correlation between stock 1 and stock 2 is positive345

and increases with attention to stock 1 even though dividends, fundamentals, and signals are346

uncorrelated. We note that by symmetry, the relationship between attention paid to stock347

2 and the cross-return correlation looks identical. Similar to our results for volatilities, we348

find that an increase in attention to stock 1 and stock 2, together, further strengthens the349

return spillover effects. Thus, contagion arises most prominently when aggregate attention350

increases.351

We now discuss the economic mechanism leading to a positive cross-return correlation in352

our model. We first explain how a non-zero cross-return correlation can arise in a standard353

equilibrium model with learning and unrelated fundamentals, and then discuss how the354

fluctuating attention feature produces the positive cross-return correlation observed in our355

model. Following the exposition in Cochrane et al. (2008), the cross-return correlation356
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between stock 1 and stock 2 can arise due to co-movements in one of the following four357

relationship pairs. The first is the co-movement between price-dividend ratio P1

δ1
and dividend358

δ2. The second is the co-movement between price-dividend ratio P2

δ2
and dividend δ1. The359

third is the co-movement between price-dividend ratios P1

δ1
and P2

δ2
. Finally, the fourth, is the360

co-movement between dividends δ1 and δ2. Because our model assumes that dividend δ1 and361

dividend δ2 are uncorrelated, the fourth relationship source can be eliminated.362

In our model, the positive correlation between returns of stock 1 and stock 2 arises363

through discount rates. To understand the economic mechanism, let us consider a negative364

shock in the dividend of stock 1, i.e., the shock dW1t in (8) is negative. This shock decreases365

the performance of dividend 1, thereby raising the attention paid to stock 1 (see Equations366

(10) and (5)). In the meantime, the negative shock also pushes the investor to decrease367

her estimation of the fundamental f̂1 (see Equation (9)). This decrease in the expectation368

of future dividend growth causes discount rates to fall and triggers an increase in price-369

dividend ratio P2

δ2
. As for stock 1, because risk aversion is sufficiently large, the discounting370

channel outweighs the dividend channel and implies an increase in price-dividend ratio P1

δ1
.371

The end result is a positive co-movement between price-dividend ratios P1

δ1
and P2

δ2
, while372

the co-movement between δ1 and P2

δ2
is negative. The former effect dominates the latter and373

implies a positive cross-return correlation because the discounting channel is the strongest.374

In the previous paragraph we explain how, given a sufficiently large risk aversion, re-375

turns of two fundamentally unrelated stocks co-move positively due to the the discount rate376

channel. However, an important result from our model is that the magnitude of cross-return377

correlation depends on the level of investor attention (see Figure 2). This result can also be378

directly seen from Proposition 3, which shows that when attention paid to stock 1 increases,379

the cross-return correlation rises because the diffusion components D13 and D23 increase (in380

absolute value). The intuition to why attention impacts the magnitude of return spillover381

effects is discussed below.382

Recall that the diffusion of the filtered fundamentals reflects two pieces of information:383

dividend innovations (dW1t, dW2t) and signal innovations (dW3t, dW4t). It follows from (9)384

that the uncertainty γi loads on dividend innovations, while attention Φi loads on signal inno-385

vations. As a negative shock hits dividend 1, attention to stock 1 increases but uncertainty γ1386
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remains currently unchanged because it is locally deterministic. In other words, the weight387

assigned to signal innovations rises while the weight assigned to dividend innovations re-388

mains unchanged. Consequently, the variance of the filtered fundamental increases while the389

covariance between the dividend growth and the filtered fundamental, i.e., covt

[
dδ1t
δ1t
, df̂1t

]
,390

remains constant. This means that an increase in attention disconnects the dividend from391

the filtered fundamental. Since the filtered fundamental drives discount rates, the correla-392

tion between discount rates and dividend 1 is reduced in absolute terms. This implies that393

the negative co-movement between price-dividend ratio 2 and dividend 1 is less pronounced394

when attention to stock 1 is high, and therefore that the cross-return correlation is larger.395

This mechanism explains why the cross-return correlation increases with attention to396

stock 1, and by symmetry, with attention to stock 2. As a result, the cross-return correlation397

rises, exactly like stock return volatilities, with aggregate attention. Table 3 reports the398

relationship between attention to stock 1, attention to stock 2, aggregate attention, and the399

cross-return correlation. The regressions are performed using 50 years of model-simulated400

data at the monthly frequency. Consistent with the results of Figure 2, the cross-return401

correlation increases with attention to stock 1 and attention to stock 2. Coefficients are402

positive and significant at the 1% level, which shows that attention-driven return spillovers403

are statistically detectable and strong. That is, the impact of the other state variables of404

the model on the cross-return correlation are not strong enough to make the relationship405

between attention and correlation insignificant. Furthermore, the relationship between the406

correlation and aggregate attention is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level,407

confirming that aggregate attention is an important driver of the cross-return correlation.408

[Insert Table 3 about here.]

4. Empirical Evidence409

In this section, we first show that the model-implied attention measures for the FF48410

industries (see Section 2.4) are indeed representative of investors’ attention to their respective411

industries. Then, we empirically test the model’s predictions described in Section 3 that time-412

varying investor attention generates return and volatility spillovers between fundamentally413

unrelated industries.414
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4.1. Properties of Model-Implied Attention Measures415

We illustrate that our model-implied attention measures indeed capture time-varying416

investor attention. To do so, we run three different tests. First, we focus on the relation417

between our attention measures and stock trading volume. As argued by Gervais et al. (2001)418

and recently shown in Fisher et al. (2017) and Gargano and Rossi (2017), trading volume and419

attention are positively and strongly related. To test this relation, we perform the following420

simple regression421

∆Volumeit = αi + γt + β∆Φit + εit,

where ∆Volume it is the monthly change in log shares turnover (trading volume divided by422

the number of common shares) of industry i at time t. We include industry-fixed effects423

represented by αi, and year-month-fixed effects represented by γt. ∆Φit is the change in424

model-implied attention to industry i in month t, which we obtain in Section 2.4. Time series425

are at the monthly frequency from 08/1972 to 08/2015. We find that the slope coefficient is426

positive (β = 0.106) and statistically significant at the 5% level (t-stat is 2.20), confirming427

a positive relation between our model-implied attention measure and the trading volume.428

Second, as discussed near the end of Section 2.2, a high-attention period should be fol-429

lowed by lower uncertainty. To test this relation, we follow van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp430

(2006) and proxy for uncertainty using the absolute deviation of the median analysts’ real431

GDP growth forecast from the realized real GDP growth. This proxy provides an aggregate432

measure of economic uncertainty at the quarterly frequency. We relate the aggregate uncer-433

tainty measure to the model-implied attention to each industry by aggregating the attention434

measures across the FF48 industries. We then compute the average aggregate attention over435

three (non-overlapping) consecutive months. This procedures yields a quarterly measure of436

aggregate model-implied attention from 1972 to 2015. Figure 3 plots the t-statistic of the437

slope coefficient obtained by regressing the future aggregate uncertainty on the current level438

of aggregate attention. The time-period lag is shown on the x -axis. As expected, we find439

that high model-implied attention is followed by lower uncertainty.440

[Insert Figure 3 about here.]
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Third, we show that our model-implied attention measure proxies for investor attention441

by examining its relation to the post-earnings-announcement drift (PEAD). Dellavigna and442

Pollet (2009) find that the PEAD is significantly stronger for earnings released on Friday443

relative to other weekdays because investor attention is likely to be lower. In particular,444

their study shows that this effect concentrates among earnings announcements with strong445

negative earnings surprises. In line with Dellavigna and Pollet (2009), we provide in Table 4446

evidence of stronger PEAD during periods of lower model-implied attention.447

Table 4 reports the average cumulative adjusted return following firms’ earnings an-448

nouncements, CAR(1, t), which is from day 1 to day t relative to the event date. We sort449

earnings announcements into 5× 5 portfolios based on each firm’s standardized unadjusted450

earnings (SUE) and the level of attention to the industry each firm belongs to. We calculate451

SUE using two methods (Livnat and Mendenhall, 2006): the random walk model in Panel452

A and the analysts’ forecast errors in Panel B. Negative (Positive) Earnings Surprise refers453

to the first (fifth) quintile of the SUE measure. For the level of attention, we sort earnings454

announcements based on the demeaned model-implied attention to the industry each firm455

belongs to. We demean the monthly attention measures using their respective five-year mov-456

ing average. This method helps us identify periods of increasing and decreasing attention457

to each industry. Low (High) Attention refers to the first (fifth) quintile of the demeaned458

attention measure.459

The results in Table 4 show that the average cumulative adjusted returns following neg-460

ative (positive) earnings surprises exhibit a negative (positive) drift. However, the effect is461

weaker when investor attention to the industry is high. The difference in 1-month CARs (21462

trading days) following negative earnings surprises between low- and high-investor attention463

periods is statistically significant in both Panels A and B. This finding is largely consistent464

with Dellavigna and Pollet (2009), who find that the effect of PEAD following negative earn-465

ings surprises are stronger for Friday earnings announcements—when investor attention is466

likely lower.467

Overall, the evidence obtained from running these three different tests indicate that our468

model-implied attention measures are likely to capture investor attention to each industry.469

[Insert Table 4 about here.]
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4.2. Data and Method for Testing the Model’s Predictions470

We empirically test the model’s predictions shown in Section 3 on fundamentally un-471

related U.S. industry sectors. The objective is to show that the transmission of return472

and volatility from one sector to other fundamentally unrelated sectors is associated with473

changes in investor attention. We group U.S. incorporated firms that are traded on the474

NYSE/AMEX/NASDAQ into 48 industries following the Fama-French’s 48 (FF48) defini-475

tions. Industry classifications are obtained from Kenneth French’s website.8476

We define fundamentally unrelated industries as those that are unlikely to have sub-477

stantial cash flow relationships. We identify cash flow relationships at the firm level using478

customer-supplier data constructed from the COMPUSTAT Segment Customer File. State-479

ment of Financial and Account Standards (SFAS) No. 14 requires that each firm discloses480

the existence and sales to individual customers (public or private entities) accounting for481

more than 10% of its revenue.9 In practice, customers representing less than 10% of a sup-482

plier firms’ total revenue are often voluntarily reported. We retain all relationships reported483

as identifications of relevant cash flow relationships. The names of corporate customer are484

manually matched with their COMPUSTAT identifiers, i.e., GVKEYS, following the ap-485

proach used in Banerjee et al. (2008) and Cohen and Frazzini (2008).The customer-supplier486

relationships database that we obtain is updated annually from 1979 to 2009.487

For each calendar year, we identify firms in the CRSP universe that are either a cus-488

tomer of or a supplier to one another. We consider that firms are currently related if their489

relationships appear in the customer-supplier database in the current year, the past year, as490

well as the next year. We use the three-year identification window in order to account for491

relationships that are emerging, and those may have been delayed in the reporting. A direct492

customer-supplier relationship between two firms is referred to as the first-level relationship.493

When two firms are connected indirectly via their connections with a common firm, we refer494

to the link as the second-level relationship. We consider that firms are fundamentally related495

if they have direct or indirect customer-supplier relationships up to the sixth level.496

8http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data library.html
9This requirement is relaxed after 1998 (See SFAS No. 131). However, most firms continue to report the

names of their customers in COMPUSTAT as well as in their 10-K filing.
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Using relationships information identified at the firm level, we calculate the level of497

relatedness between all possible pairs of industries defined following the FF48 definitions. We498

measure the relatedness between two industries i and j as the percentage of firms in industry i499

that is fundamentally related to firms in industry j, and vice versa, whichever value is higher.500

We refer to this measure of industry-pair relationship importance as Pct Related, which is501

updated annually. We assume that any two industries are fundamentally unrelated if the502

times-series median of their Pct Related is below 5%. We do not consider the four financial503

industries classified following the FF48 definitions (i.e., Banking, Insurance, Real estate, and504

Trading) as firms in these sectors may have lending and underwriting relationships that505

cannot be identified using the customer-supplier relationships. We also remove the industry506

labeled as Others. Out of the 43 remaining industries, we find 94 unique industry pairs that507

have Pct Related below 5%.508

The general equilibrium model that we introduced in Section 2 provides predictions of509

financial contagion between two sectors with comparable dividend shares. We therefore510

require industry pairs that we consider to have a similar size in their dividend payouts. We511

calculate the total dividend payout by each industry annually and use its inflation-adjusted512

time-series median for the comparison. We require that the median aggregate dividend513

payouts between two fundamentally unrelated industries are not larger (or smaller) than one514

another by more than twice (or less than half). This filter leaves us with 18 industry pairings515

that are made up of 21 unique industries.10 Table 5 reports the FF48 industries that are516

in our sample. Panel A describes these industry names and their characteristics. Panel B517

reports the unique matched pairs of fundamentally unrelated industries and their time-series518

median for Pct Related.519

[Insert Table 5 about here.]

We obtain monthly value-weighted industry returns for each industry in Panel A of Table520

5 from 1972 to 2015 from Kenneth French’s website. We also verify that our results are vir-521

tually identical when obtained using our own calculated monthly industry returns. Monthly522

10Our main results are qualitatively similar when filtering industry pairs based on the size of their book
equity or their market equity.
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time-varying volatilities for each industry is estimated using the exponentially weighted mov-523

ing average (EWMA) model. We prefer the EWMA model for volatility estimation because524

it is simple and requires no further estimation. An alternative approach is a GARCH model525

for volatility modeling, but this is less practical for our short monthly time-series data with526

516 observations. The EWMA variance σ2
i,t for industry i in month t is updated using a527

recursive relation: σ2
i,t = λr2

i,t + (1− λ)σ2
i,t−1, where ri,t is the monthly return of industry i,528

and λ is the EWMA weight. We set λ to 0.50. This implies that past volatility estimates529

are as equally important as the most recent return observation in determining the current530

volatility level.11
531

We also estimate time-varying monthly return correlations between two industries using532

the EWMA model. We first calculate time-varying covariances σij,t between monthly returns533

of industries i and j in month t using a recursive relation: σij,t = λ (ri,trj,t) + (1− λ)σij,t−1.534

The return correlation between industries i and j is then calculated as ρij,t = σij,t/ (σi,tσj,t),535

where σi,t and σj,t are EWMA volatilities calculated previously. Similar to the EWMA model536

for return volatilities, we set λ equal to 0.50 for the EWMA covariance model. This ensures537

that monthly correlations that we obtain are bounded between −1 and +1.538

4.3. Hypotheses and Empirical Findings539

We empirically test our model’s predictions using the 18 fundamentally unrelated indus-540

try pairs shown in Table 5. Specifically, we test whether monthly volatilities and return541

correlations between two fundamentally unrelated industries can be explained by the fluctu-542

ation in these industries’ attention measures. Our sample period is at the monthly frequency543

from 08/1972 to 08/2015. Below, we describe and test four hypotheses.544

The first hypothesis, illustrated in Figure 1, is that an increase in attention to one industry545

leads to an increase in the return volatility of that industry, as well as an increase in the return546

volatility of its fundamentally unrelated industry. To test this, we estimate the following547

panel regression:548

∆σi,t+1 = αij + γt + β1∆Φi,t + β2∆Φj,t + Σp
s=0Γ′sXt−s + εi,t+1,

11We verify that our main conclusions are robust to a relatively large range of λ between 0.3 and 0.7.
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where i and j refer to the fundamentally unrelated industry pairs shown in Panel B of Table549

5. The dependent variable ∆σi,t+1 is the change in return volatility of industry i at time550

t+ 1, and εi,t+1 is the regression residual. Industry-pair fixed effects are denoted by αij, and551

year-month fixed effects are denoted by γt. Other control variables are represented by Xt−s.552

The independent variables of interest are ∆Φi,t and ∆Φj,t, which represent monthly changes553

in attention to industries i and j at time t, respectively. Descriptive statistics of monthly554

investor attention and return volatility are reported in Appendix Table G3.555

Column (1) of Table 6 reports the baseline regression results. Consistent with the model’s556

prediction, we find evidence for the volatility spillover effects between fundamentally unre-557

lated industries. That is, an increase in attention to industry i, as well as an increase in558

attention to its fundamentally unrelated industry j, both lead to an increase in the return559

volatility of industry i. In Column (2), we add year-month fixed effects to control for aggre-560

gate shocks that may commonly affect return volatilities of all industries. In Column (3),561

we include standard macro variables that may affect the return volatility of each industry.562

We find that coefficient estimates on ∆Φi,t and ∆Φj,t slightly increase both in magnitude563

and statistical significance when more controls are added to the baseline specification. Fo-564

cusing on Column (2), a one-standard deviation increase in Φi,t (Φj,t) implies a 0.36 (0.21)565

percentage point increase in volatility, which represents about 6.4% (4.9%) of the average566

return volatility.12 Thus, the impact of attention on volatility is economically important.567

It is worth noting that σi is more sensitive to Φj in the model (see Table 2), whereas568

it is more sensitive to Φi in Columns (1)–(3) of Table 6. In Appendix G, we discuss the569

model-implied sensitivity of volatility in more detail. We show that σi is more sensitive to570

Φj when risk aversion is high, whereas σi is more sensitive to Φi when risk aversion is low.571

We provide empirical support for the latter prediction in Appendix G as well.572

[Insert Table 6 about here.]

The second hypothesis is that an increase in total attention to two fundamentally unre-573

lated industries implies an increase in each industry’s return volatility. This hypothesis is a574

12These estimates are calculated based on descriptive statistics shown in Table G3. The average standard
deviation of monthly attention measures across industries is 10.6%, while the average mean of monthly return
volatility across industries is 5.63%.
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consequence of the results shown in Figure 1. We test this by running the following panel575

regression:576

∆σi,t+1 = αij + γt + β∆(Φi,t + Φj,t) + Σp
s=0Γ′sXt−s + εi,t+1,

where all variables are as defined previously. The independent variable of interest here is the577

total change in attention ∆(Φi,t + Φj,t) to industries i and j.578

Column (4) reports the baseline regression results. Columns (5) and (6) report the results579

with the inclusion of year-month fixed effects and macro controls, respectively. We find that580

the coefficient estimates on ∆(Φi,t + Φj,t) are positive with strong statistical significance in581

all columns, and their magnitude reflects the average effect of the change in two attention582

measures separately on the return volatility of industry i. For instance, we can compare583

coefficients estimates in Column (4) to those in Column (1). Here, the estimate on ∆(Φi,t +584

Φj,t) is 2.4%, which is roughly the average value of the coefficient estimates 1.9% and 3.2%585

found on Φi,t and Φj,t, respectively.586

The third hypothesis, illustrated in Figure 2, is that an increase in attention to one587

industry implies an increase in the correlation between that industry’s return and the return588

of its fundamentally unrelated industry. We test this using the following panel regression:589

∆ρij,t+1 = αij + γt + β1∆Φi,t + β2∆Φj,t + Σp
s=0Γ′sXt−s + εi,t+1,

where ∆ρij,t+1 is the change in return correlation at time t+ 1.590

Column (1) of Table 7 reports the baseline regression results without macro controls and591

year-month fixed effects. We find that the coefficient estimates on ∆Φi,t and ∆Φj,t are posi-592

tive, however, only the estimate on ∆Φj,t is statistically significant at the conventional level.593

Nevertheless, as we add more controls to the regression model, our results become stronger594

in magnitude and statistical significance. Column (3) shows that when macro variables are595

added to the regression model, the estimates increase by about 50%. When we apply the596

most conservative regression specification (Column (2)) with year-month fixed effects to con-597

trol for potentially omitted time-varying aggregate shocks that could imply co-movements598

in industry returns, the estimates almost double. These coefficient estimates imply that a599
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one-standard deviation increase in Φi,t (Φj,t) yields a 6.85 (7.29) percentage point increase600

in correlation, which represents about 23.3% (24.8%) of the average return correlation. This601

shows that the economic impact of attention on return correlation is sizable.602

[Insert Table 7 about here.]

Finally, the fourth hypothesis is that an increase in total attention to two fundamentally603

unrelated industries leads to an increase in the correlation between these industries’ returns.604

To test this, we estimate the following panel regression:605

∆ρij,t+1 = αij + γt + β∆(Φi,t + Φj,t) + Σp
s=0Γ′sXt−s + εi,t+1,

where all variables are as defined previously. Consistent with the model’s prediction, we606

find a positive and statistically significant coefficient estimate on ∆(Φi,t + Φj,t) for all three607

specifications (see Columns (4)–(6) of Table 7).608

Overall, our results are supportive of the model’s predictions that increasing attention609

to one industry leads to a higher return volatility in that industry, a higher return volatility610

in its fundamentally unrelated industry, and a higher return correlation between these two611

industries. We emphasize that these findings are unlikely driven by aggregate macro shocks.612

In fact, Tables 6 and 7 show that our main results are generally stronger when we control for613

macro variables or year-month fixed effects in the regression. This suggests that the exclu-614

sion of aggregate and macro variables is more likely to bias us against finding the volatility615

and return spillover results. Further, the addition of market and macro control variables to616

the regression model can help us rule out alternative theories based on borrowing constraints617

(Yuan, 2005), downside risk (Ang et al., 2006; Lettau et al., 2014), systematic risk (Pasquar-618

iello, 2007), and disappointment aversion (Routledge and Zin, 2010; Delikouras, 2017). The619

reason is that borrowing constraints bind in bad times, downside risk is particularly high620

during market declines, systematic risk measures market risk, and disappointment events621

occur in bad times when aggregate consumption drops significantly. Each of these features622

are closely related to the business cycle and market risk, which our control variables capture.623
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5. Conclusion624

Recent empirical studies document that investor attention to news fluctuates. In this625

paper, we show both theoretically and empirically that fluctuating attention implies return626

and volatility spillover effects among fundamentally unrelated sectors. Indeed, a negative627

shock affecting one sector propagates to other sectors through an increase in investor atten-628

tion, which simultaneously raises each sector’s volatility and cross-sector correlation. The629

model predicts that the shock propagates from one sector to another through discount rates.630

We empirically test the key mechanism of our model on the Fama-French 48 industries.631

We use customer-supplier relationship data to identify fundamentally unrelated industries.632

Using a panel regression, we show that time-varying attention yields return and volatility633

spillovers among fundamentally unrelated industries, lending support to the predictions of634

the model.635
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Table 1: Calibration.
This table reports the parameter estimates of the model. Parameters determining the dy-
namics of dividends are estimated by maximum likelihood using realized and expected real
dividend growth rates of the Fama-French 48 industries. The data is available at monthly
from August 1972 to August 2015. Newey-West t-statistics are reported in parentheses.
∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively.
The relative risk aversion α = 3 and subjective discount rate ∆ = 0.01 are chosen and not
estimated. Initial values of the state variables are ζ1,0 ≡ log (δ1,0) = ζ2,0 ≡ log (δ2,0) = 0,

Q0 ≡ log (δ1,0/(δ1,0 + δ2,0)) = log (0.5), f̂1,0 = f̂2,0 = f̄ , π1,0 = π2,0 = 0, and γ1,0 = γ2,0 =
γss. Note that initial fundamentals, performance indices, and uncertainties are set to their
long-term levels derived in Appendix A and Appendix B.

Parameter σδ f̄ λ σf ω Ψ Λ

Estimate 0.010∗∗∗ 0.040∗∗∗ 0.861∗∗∗ 0.086∗∗∗ 0.122∗∗∗ 0.645∗∗∗ 17.070∗∗∗

t-stat (27.19) (3.26) (7.38) (22.23) (4.30) (28.05) (20.27)

Table 2: Model-Implied Regressions of Return Volatility on Attention.
This table reports regression results based on the model-simulated data. We report outputs
obtained from regressing: (1) stock 1’s return volatility change, ∆σ1, on stock 1’s attention
change, ∆Φ1, and stock 2’s attention change, ∆Φ2; (2) stock 2’s return volatility change,
∆σ2, on both attention changes; (3) stock 1’s return volatility change on aggregate attention
change, ∆(Φ1+Φ2), and (4) stock 2’s return volatility change on aggregate attention change.
The model-implied regression outputs are obtained by simulating the model at a monthly
frequency over a 50-year horizon. Newey-West t-statistics are reported in parentheses below
each estimate. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels,
respectively. Although not reported, each regression features an intercept.

Dependent variable:

∆σ1 ∆σ2 ∆σ1 ∆σ2

(1) (2) (3) (4)

∆Φ1 0.036∗∗∗ 0.074∗∗∗

(9.66) (19.75)
∆Φ2 0.070∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗∗

(18.58) (8.22)
∆(Φ1 + Φ2) 0.053∗∗∗ 0.053∗∗∗

(19.36) (18.91)

Adj. R2 0.423 0.433 0.384 0.373
Nobs. 600 600 600 600
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Table 3: Model-implied Regressions of Cross-Return Correlation on Attention.
This table reports regression results based on the model-simulated data. We report outputs
obtained from regressing: (1) the cross-return correlation change, ∆ρ12, on stock 1’s atten-
tion change, ∆Φ1, and stock 2’s attention change, ∆Φ2, and (2) the cross-return correlation
change on aggregate attention change, ∆(Φ1 + Φ2). The model-implied regression outputs
are obtained by simulating the model at a monthly frequency over a 50-year horizon. Newey-
West t-statistics are reported in parentheses below each estimate. ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% levels, respectively. Although not reported,
each regression features an intercept.

Dependent variable:

∆ρ12 ∆ρ12

(1) (2)

∆Φ1 0.063∗∗∗

(8.91)

∆Φ2 0.060∗∗∗

(8.30)

∆(Φ1 + Φ2) 0.061∗∗∗

(12.22)

Adj. R2 0.197 0.198

Nobs. 600 600
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Table 4: Investor Attention and Post-earnings-announcements Drifts

We report the average cumulative adjusted return (CAR) calculated from day 1 to day t after
the earnings announcement date. Adjusted return is calculated as the stock return minus
the CRSP value-weighted index return. We calculate CARS for double-sorted portfolios
(5×5) based on the level of the firm’s quarterly standardized unadjusted earnings (SUE)
and the level of investor attention (demeaned) to the industry the firm belongs to. We
calculate SUE based on two approaches (Livnat and Mendenhall, 2006): the random walk
model (Panel A) and the analyst forecast errors (Panel B). The monthly investor attention
to each FF48 industry is obtained by calibrating our model to monthly dividend growth
rates from 08/1972 to 08/2015. We refer to Section 1 and Appendix F for descriptions
of the resulting attention measures. The monthly investor attention to each industry is
demeaned by subtracting its monthly value with its five-year moving average. Negative
(Positive) Earnings Surprise corresponds earnings announcements that are in the lowest
(highest) quintile of the SUE measure. Low (High) Attention corresponds to periods when
investor attention to an industry is in the lowest (highest) quintile. The columns under
Low–High report the difference between CARs observed for the low versus the high investor
attention portfolios. T-statistics are reported in parentheses next to each estimate.

Panel A: SUE based on Seasonal Random Walk Model

Days since Low Attention High Attention Low−High

Earnings (t) CAR(1, t) (%) t-stat CAR(1, t)(%) t-stat Diff (%) t-stat

1 −0.73 (−5.62) −0.48 (−3.48) −0.26 (−1.42)
Negative 5 −1.05 (−4.47) −0.55 (−1.78) −0.50 (−1.36)
Earnings 10 −1.23 (−4.46) −0.08 (−0.27) −1.16 (−3.10)
Surprise 15 −1.10 (−3.36) 0.10 (0.26) −1.20 (−2.54)

21 −1.09 (−3.30) 0.31 (0.80) −1.40 (−2.90)

1 0.36 (1.70) 0.15 (1.29) 0.20 (0.88)
Positive 5 0.64 (2.01) 0.14 (0.63) 0.49 (1.32)
Earnings 10 0.75 (1.63) 0.49 (1.60) 0.26 (0.50)
Surprise 15 0.58 (1.19) 0.24 (0.66) 0.34 (0.59)

21 0.55 (0.89) 0.23 (0.46) 0.27 (0.33)

Panel B: SUE based on Analyst Earnings Forecasts Errors

Days Since Low Attention High Attention Low−High

Earnings Ann. (t) CAR(1, t) (%) t-stat CAR(1, t) (%) t-stat Diff (%) t-stat

1 −1.48 (−6.45) −1.25 (−4.78) −0.23 (−0.71)
Negative 5 −1.89 (−7.38) −1.35 (−3.70) −0.54 (−1.30)
Earnings 10 −1.84 (−5.83) −1.35 (−3.26) −0.49 (−1.01)
Surprise 15 −1.88 (−5.15) −1.07 (−2.47) −0.81 (−1.61)

21 −2.05 (−4.42) −0.96 (−1.95) −1.09 (−1.72)

1 1.24 (5.40) 0.90 (5.55) 0.34 (1.29)
Positive 5 1.56 (5.65) 1.13 (6.81) 0.43 (0.92)
Earnings 10 1.91 (6.38) 1.34 (6.02) 0.57 (0.68)
Surprise 15 1.98 (5.42) 1.60 (6.67) 0.38 (0.89)

21 2.39 (5.74) 1.66 (7.08) 0.73 (1.39)
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Table 5: Descriptions of the Fundamentally Unrelated Industry Pairings

This table describes the industry sectors and the matched pairs that we use to test the
empirical predictions of our model. We define industries following the FF48 industry classi-
fications. Panel A reports the 21 industries that are present in our sample. Panel B reports
the 18 matched pairs of fundamentally unrelated industries. For each industry in Panel
A, we report its FF48 industry code and number. The time-series median values for the
number of firms, the total market book equity value (Size), and the total annual dividend
payout (Dividend). Size and Dividend are inflation-adjusted to year 2015 (in millions $). The
matched industry pairs are reported in increasing order of their relatedness identified using
the Customer-Supplier relationships data obtained from COMPUSTAT. For each matched
pair, Pct. Related measures the fraction of firms in industry i that are related (as either
customers or suppliers) to firms in industry j, and vice versa, with the higher value of the
two being reported. The matched pairs in Panel B consists of similar sized industries with
Pct. Related below 5%. See Section 4.2 for more details.

Panel A: Descriptions of the Fama-French 48 Industries in our Sample

FF48 Industry Name Ind Code Ind No. Industry Characteristics (Median)

No. of firms Size (mils) Dividend (mils)

Food Products FOOD 2 100 67,566 2,629

Tobacco Products SMOKE 5 9 29,350 1,741

Recreaction TOYS 6 57 7,287 101

Entertainment FUN 7 108 25,372 33

Healthcare HLTH 11 131 24,506 76

Medical Equipment MEDEQ 12 196 42,750 1,493

Textiles TXTLS 16 45 85,269 2,627

Construction Materials BLDMT 17 137 5,576 40

Construction CNSTR 18 88 13,165 72

Steel Works Etc STEEL 19 83 2,240 62

Fabricated Products FABPR 20 25 1,698 28

Shipbuilding & Railroad Equip. SHIPS 25 8 8,347 133

Defense GUNS 26 11 6,079 105

Precious Metals GOLD 27 98 11,655 128

Non-Metallic & Industrial Metal MINES 28 46 3,821 76

Coal COAL 29 13 10,110 134

Personal Services PERSV 33 74 151,414 2,761

Electronic Equipment CHIPS 36 370 83,717 1,075

Business Supplies PAPER 38 71 57,658 1,548

Transportation TRANS 40 161 104,440 1,415

Wholesale WHLSL 41 273 42,122 895

Panel B: Matched Pairs of Unrelated Industries

Pair No. Industry Industry Pct. Related Pair No. Industry Industry Pct. Related

1 SMOKE MEDEQ 0.49% 10 GOLD PERSV 2.0%

2 SMOKE BUSSV 0.62% 11 SMOKE PAPER 2.1%

3 GOLD COAL 0.80% 12 TOYS GOLD 2.2%

4 SMOKE CHEM 0.82% 13 SMOKE TRANS 2.3%

5 SMOKE CHIPS 1.73% 14 FOOD SMOKE 3.8%

6 FUN SHIPS 1.79% 15 TXTLS SHIPS 3.8%

7 GUNS GOLD 1.86% 16 CNSTR GOLD 4.3%

8 FABPR GOLD 1.96% 17 GOLD MINES 4.3%

9 HLTH GOLD 2.00% 18 SMOKE WHLSL 4.5%
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Table 6: Time-varying Attention and Cross-Industry Volatility Spillover
We report panel regression results examining the impact of time-varying industry attentions
on the cross-industry volatility spillover. We estimate the monthly panel regression on 18
fundamentally unrelated pairs of Fama-French 48 industries from 1972 to 2015. See Table
5 for details of the industry pairings. The dependent variable is ∆σi,t+1, the monthly
change in return volatility of industry i at time t + 1. Panel A reports results where the
independent variables of interest are the monthly changes in attention to the i industry,
∆Φi,t, and to its fundamentally unrelated j industry, ∆Φj,t, at time t. Panel B reports
results where the independent variable of interest is the monthly change in total attention
to industries i and j at time t. Industry-pair fixed effects are included in all specifications.
Year-month fixed effects are added to the regression in Columns (3) and (5). Macro control
variables are added to regressions in Columns (3) and (6). ∆σsp500,t and Returnsp500,t

are the change in volatility and the return of the S&P500 index at time t. GDP growthi,t
and Inflation growthi,t are monthly GDP and inflation growth rates (log) obtained from
the Federal Reserve. All specifications include 3 lags (one quarter) of dependent variables
and of the monthly change in attention variables. Newey-West t-statistics adjusted for
heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations are reported in parentheses below each estimate. *,
**, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Dependent var: ∆σi,t+1

Panel A Panel B

( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 )

Change in Attentions

∆Φi,t 0.032* 0.034* 0.039**
(1.76) (1.89) (2.10)

∆Φj,t 0.019* 0.020* 0.025**
(1.72) (1.90) (2.37)

Change in Total Attentions

∆ (Φi,t + Φj,t) 0.024*** 0.025*** 0.031***
(2.73) (2.51) (3.42)

Macro Controls

∆σsp500,t 0.040** 0.0341*
(2.04) (1.70)

Returnsp500,t −0.061*** −0.061***
(−7.86) (−7.90)***

GDP growthi,t 0.014 0.015
(1.16) (1.18)

Inflation growthi,t 0.309*** 0.299***
(4.12) (3.93)

Lagged dependent var X X X X X X
Lagged attention var(s) X X X X X X
Industry-pair FE X X X X X X
Year-month FE X X
No. cross sections 18 18 18 18 18 18

Time-series length 516 516 516 516 516 516
Adjusted R2 9.4% 39.4% 10.2% 9.4% 39.3% 10.2%
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Table 7: Time-varying Attention and Cross-Industry Return Correlation
We report panel regression results examining the impact of time-varying industry attentions
on their cross-industry return correlations. We estimate the monthly panel regression on 18
fundamentally unrelated pairs of Fama-French 48 industries from 1972 to 2015. See Table 5
for details of the industry pairings. The dependent variable is ∆ρij,t+1, the monthly change
in return correlation between industries i and j at time t+ 1. Panel A reports results where
the independent variable of interests are monthly changes in attention to the i industry,
∆Φi,t, and to its fundamentally unrelated j industry, ∆Φj,t, at time t. Panel B reports
results where the independent variable of interest is the monthly change in total attention
to industries i and j at time t. Industry-pair fixed effects are included in all specifications.
Year-month fixed effects are added in Columns (3) and (5). Macro control variables are
added to regressions in Columns (3) and (6). ∆σsp500,t and Returnsp500,t are the change in
volatility and the return of the S&P500 index at time t. GDP growthi,t and Inflation growthi,t
are monthly GDP and inflation growth rates (log) obtained from the Federal Reserve. All
specifications include 3 lags (one quarter) of dependent variables and of the monthly change
in attention variables. Newey-West t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocor-
relations are reported in parentheses below each estimate. *, **, and *** indicate statistical
significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Dependent var: ∆ρij,t+1

Panel A Panel B

( 1 ) ( 2 ) (3) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 )

Change in Attentions

∆Φi,t 0.272 0.645*** 0.366*
(1.49) (3.14) (1.88)

∆Φj,t 0.285* 0.686*** 0.370***
(1.89) (3.47) (2.45)

Change in Total Attentions

∆ (Φi,t + Φj,t) 0.281*** 0.670*** 0.370***
(2.56) (4.17) (3.38)

Macro Controls

∆σsp500,t −0.522** −0.549**
(−2.03) (−2.13)

Returnsp500,t −0.328*** −0.329***
(−3.19) (−3.21)

GDP growthi,t 0.875* 0.852*
(1.71) (1.67)

Inflation growthi,t −0.074 0.177
(−0.05) (0.11)

Lagged dependent var X X X X X X
Lagged attention var(s) X X X X X X
Industry-pair FE X X X X X X
Year-month FE X X

No. cross sections 18 18 18 18 18 18
Time-series length 516 516 516 516 516 516
Adjusted R2 11.3% 30.0% 11.3% 11.2% 29.9% 11.3%
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Figure 1: Model-Implied Relationship between Stock Return Volatility and At-
tention.
This figure provides a static illustration of the attention-driven volatility spillover effect.
Panels A and B plot the relationship between attention paid to stock 1 and the return
volatilities of stock 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 2: Model-Implied Relationship between Cross-Return Correlation and
Attention.
This figure provides a static illustration of the attention-driven return spillover effect. The
correlation between the return of stock 1 and the return of stock 2 is plotted against attention
paid to stock 1.
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Figure 3: Relationship between Future Uncertainty and Current Attention.
This figure plots the Newey-West t-statistic of the slope coefficient obtained by regressing
future uncertainty on current FF48 aggregate attention. Uncertainty is proxied by the
absolute deviation of the median analysts forecast from the realized real GDP growth rate.
Each curve is obtained by considering a different forecast horizon: 1- to 4-quarter-ahead.
The lag used in the regressions is represented on the x-axis. FF48 stands for the Fama-French
48 industries.
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Appendix A. Long-Term Means and Variances750

Let us consider the 4-dimensional vector Y =
(
f̂1 f̂2 π1 π2

)>
. The dynamics of Y751

in vector notation is752

dYt = (A−BYt) dt+ CdWt

where753

A =
(
λf̄ λf̄ 0 0

)>

B =


λ 0 0 0

0 λ 0 0

0 0 ω 0

0 0 0 ω



C =


γ1t

σδ
0 σfΦ1t 0

0 γ2t

σδ
0 σfΦ2t

σδ 0 0 0

0 σδ 0 0

 .

Applying Itô’s lemma on F ≡ eBtY yields754

dF =



eλt(λf̄σδdt+γ1tdW1t+σfσδΦ1tdW3t)
σδ

etλ(λf̄σδdt+γ2tdW2t+σfσδΦ2tdW4t)
σδ

eωtσδdW1t

eωtσδdW2t

 .

Integrating from 0 to t and taking expectation yields755 
eλtE

(
f̂1t

)
− f̂10

eλtE
(
f̂2t

)
− f̂20

eωtE (π1t)− π10

eωtE (π2t)− π20

 =



(
eλt − 1

)
f̄(

eλt − 1
)
f̄

0

0

 .
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Therefore, the long-term means satisfy756

lim
t→+∞


E
(
f̂1t

)
E
(
f̂2t

)
E (π1t)

E (π2t)

 =


f̄

f̄

0

0

 .

Similar computations yield the long-term variances757

lim
t→+∞


Var

(
f̂1t

)
Var

(
f̂2t

)
Var (π1t)

Var (π2t)

 =



σ2
f

2λ
σ2
f

2λ

σ2
δ

2ω

σ2
δ

2ω

 .

Appendix B. Long-Term Uncertainty758

The dynamics of the uncertainty γi conditional on πi = 0 is759

dγit =

(
−γ

2
it

σ2
δ

− 2λγit + σ2
f

(
1−Ψ2

))
dt.

The dynamics of the uncertainty at the “steady-state” is760

dγss
dt

= 0.

Solving yields761

γss = σδ

√
σ2
f (1−Ψ2) + λ2σ2

δ − λσ
2
δ .

Appendix C. Maximum Likelihood Estimation762

The state variables are discretized as follows:763
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log (δi,t+∆̄/δit) =

(
f̂it −

1

2
σ2
δ

)
∆̄ + ui,t+∆̄,

f̂i,t+∆̄ = e−λ∆̄f̂it +
(

1− e−λ∆̄
)
f̄ + ui+2,t+∆̄,

πi,t+∆̄ = e−ω∆̄πit + σδ

√
1− e−2ω∆̄

2ω

ui,t+∆̄

σδ
√

∆̄
,

γi,t+∆̄ = γit +

(
−γ

2
it

σ2
δ

− 2λγit + σ2
f (1− Φ2)

)
∆̄,

Φi,t+∆̄ =
Ψ

Ψ + (1−Ψ)eΛπi,t+∆̄
,

where ∆̄ is the time interval between two observations and i stands for the industry index.764

We consider the Fama-French 48 industries for our model calibration. We use the realized765

real log-dividend growth and expected real log-dividend growth of industry i as a proxy for766

log(δi,t+∆̄/δit) and (f̂it − 1
2
σ2
δ )∆̄, respectively. Monthly dividend growth rates for each firm767

are calculated using the merged CRSP/COMPUSTAT dataset. Outliers at the 1st and 99th768

percentiles are replaced with their 12-month moving average. Realized dividend growth rate769

for each industry is then calculated as the value-weighted dividend growth rate of all the770

firms in that industry. We use the firms’ market value observed from the most recent June771

as their weights. The expected log-dividend growth is the fitted value of an ARMA(1,1)772

model to the realized log-dividend growth. Realized log-dividend growth rates and expected773

log-dividend growth rates are observed monthly (∆̄ = 1/12) from 08/1972 to 08/2015. To774

obtain real log dividend growth rates, we subtract the log-realized and log-expected dividend775

growth rates with the log-inflation growth rate obtained from the Federal Reserve.776

The system above shows that, conditional on knowing the parameters of the model and777

the initial values (πi,0, γi,0), the time series of the dividend growth and expected dividend778

growth allow us to sequentially back out the time series (πi,t, γi,t,Φi,t) as well as the noises779

(ui,t, ui+2,t) for t = ∆̄, 2∆̄, 3∆̄, . . .. The initial performance index πi,0 is set to its long-780

term mean, which is zero. The initial uncertainty γi,0 is set to the long-term uncertainty γss781

defined in Appendix B.782
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The log-likelihood function Li satisfies783

Li(Θ;u∆̄, . . . , uN∆̄) =
N∑
j=1

log

 1

(2π)2
√
|Σ(j−1)∆̄|

− 1

2
u>j∆̄Σ−1

(j−1)∆̄
uj∆̄, (C.1)

where Θ ≡ (σδ, f̄ , λ, σf , ω,Ψ,Λ)>, N is the number of observations, > is the transpose784

operator, and |.| is the determinant operator. The 2-dimensional vector u satisfies785

ut+∆̄ ≡

 ui,t+∆̄

ui+2,t+∆̄

 =

log (δi,t+∆̄/δit)−
(
f̂it − 1

2
σ2
δ

)
∆̄

f̂i,t+∆̄ − e−λ∆̄f̂it −
(
1− e−λ∆̄

)
f̄

 .

The conditional expectation and conditional variance-covariance matrix of ut+∆̄ are786

Et(ut+∆̄) =

0

0

 ,

Σt ≡ Vart(ut+∆̄) =

 σ2
δ∆̄

√
∆̄γit

√
1−e−2λ∆̄

2λ√
∆̄γit

√
1−e−2λ∆̄

2λ

[
γ2
it

σ2
δ

+ σ2
fΦ

2
it

]
1−e−2λ∆̄

2λ

 .

Given that our dataset consists of 48 industries, we can construct 48 log-likelihood func-787

tions as defined in Equation (C.1). To obtain the vector of parameters Θ, we maximize the788

sum of these 48 log-likelihood functions.789

Appendix D. Proof of Proposition 2790

The price of the single-dividend paying securities ST1 is defined by791

P T
1t = Et

(
ξT
ξt
δ1T

)
. (D.1)

Substituting Equation (13) in Equation (D.1) yields792
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P T
1t = e−∆(T−t)(δ1t + δ2t)

αEt
(
δ1T

(
1

δ1T + δ2T

)α)
= e−∆(T−t)(δ1t + δ2t)

αEt
(
δ1−α

1T

(
δ1T

δ1T + δ2T

)α)
= e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+αQT

)
where ζi ≡ log δi is the log-dividend and Q = log δ1

δ1+δ2
the log-dividend share. Similarly, the793

price of the single-dividend paying security P T
2 satisfies794

P T
2t = Et

(
ξT
ξt
δ2T

)
= e−∆(T−t)(δ1t + δ2t)

αEt
(
δ2T

(
1

δ1T + δ2T

)α)
= e−∆(T−t)(δ1t + δ2t)

αEt
(
δ−α1T δ2T

(
δ1T

δ1T + δ2T

)α)
= e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e−αζ1T

(
e−QT − 1

)
eζ1T eαQT

)
= e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+(α−1)QT − e(1−α)ζ1T+αQT

)
= e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+(α−1)QT

)
− P T

1t

�795

Appendix E. Approximation of the Transforms796

The idea consists in approximating the dynamics of the state-vector, and then comput-797

ing the transforms appearing in Equations (14) and (15) by applying the theory on affine798

processes (e.g., Duffie et al., 2000). An accurate approximation of the dynamics includes799

second-order terms. Consequently, before approximating we augment the state-vector by800

these second order terms (Cheng and Scaillet, 2007). Then, we compute the drift and801

variance-covariance matrix of the augmented state-vector. Finally, we approximate the aug-802

mented drift and variance-covariance matrix by performing a Taylor expansion.803

Because the dividend share belongs to the interval (0, 1), the log-dividend share Q belongs804

to (−∞, 0). Therefore, the dynamics of Q cannot be accurately approximated by performing805
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Taylor expansions. To overcome this problem we perform the following change of variable13
806

Q̃ ≡ log

(
1 +

δ1

δ1 + δ2

)
= log

(
1 + eQ

)
where Q̃ ∈]0, log (2)[. The dynamics of Q̃ are807

dQ̃t = e−2Q̃t
(
eQ̃t − 2

)(
eQ̃t − 1

)((
e2Q̃t − 2

)
σ2
δ + eQ̃t

(
f̂2t − f̂1t

))
dt

+
(
σδ

(
3− 2e−Q̃t − eQ̃t

)
σδ

(
−3 + 2e−Q̃t + eQ̃t

)
0 0

)
dWt.

Proposition 4. Under the change of variable stated above and the assumption that the coef-808

ficient of relative risk aversion α is an integer, the single-dividend paying securities appearing809

in Equations (14) and (15) satisfy810

P T
1t = e−∆(T−t)

(
eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α α∑
j=0

(
α

j

)
(−1)α−jEt

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+jQ̃T

)
(E.1)

P T
2t = e−∆(T−t)

(
eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α α−1∑
j=0

(
α− 1

j

)
(−1)α−1−jEt

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+jQ̃T

)
− ST1t. (E.2)

811

Proof. The single-dividend paying securities price P T
1 satisfies812

P T
1t = e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+αQT

)
= e−∆(T−t)

(
eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α
Et
(
e(1−α)ζ1T

(
eQ̃T − 1

)α)
= e−∆(T−t)

(
eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α
Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T

α∑
j=0

(
α

j

)
(−1)α−jejQ̃T

)

= e−∆(T−t)
(

eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α α∑
j=0

(
α

j

)
(−1)α−jEt

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+jQ̃T

)
. (E.3)

Similarly, P T
2 satisfies813

13Note that this change of variable could be omitted. If it was, then the approximation of the transforms
would be slightly less accurate.
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P T
2t = e−∆(T−t)eα(ζ1t−Qt)Et

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+(α−1)QT

)
− P T

1t

= e−∆(T−t)
(

eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α
Et
(
e(1−α)ζ1T

(
eQ̃T − 1

)α−1
)
− P T

1t

= e−∆(T−t)
(

eζ1t

eQ̃t − 1

)α α−1∑
j=0

(
α− 1

j

)
(−1)α−1−jEt

(
e(1−α)ζ1T+jQ̃T

)
− P T

1t. (E.4)

814

�815

We now proceed with the approximation method that allows us to compute the transforms816

appearing in Equations (E.3) and (E.4). Let the state-vector x be defined by817

x ≡ (xi)
8
i=1

=
(
ζ1 Q̃ f̂1 f̂2 π1 π2 γ1 γ2

)>
,

with the dynamic

dxt ≡ µ(xt) + σ(xt)dWt. (E.5)

In Equation (E.5), the state-vector x has a non-affine dynamic with a non-affine drift µ(x)818

and a non-affine variance-covariance matrix σ(x)σ(x)>. Given the structure of µ(x) and819

σ(x)σ(x)>, the augmented state-vector X is chosen to be820

X ≡ (Xi)
17
i=1

=
(
ζ1 Q̃ f̂1 f̂2 π1 π2 γ1 γ2 . . .

. . . Q̃2 Q̃f̂1 Q̃f̂2 Q̃γ1 Q̃γ2 π2
1 π2

2 γ2
1 γ2

2

)>
dXt ≡µ(Xt) + σ(Xt)dWt.

Approximated expressions for the augmented drift µ(X) and the variance-covariance821

matrix Σ(X) ≡ σ(X)σ(X)> are derived using a Taylor expansion around the reference822
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vector x0. We discuss the procedure below in Definition 3.823

Definition 3. The reference vector x0 satisfies824

x02 = log (1.5) x03 = x04 = f̄

x05 = x06 = 0 x07 = x08 ≡ γss.

Note that x01 is not defined because ζ1 neither shows up in the drift µ(X) nor in the variance-825

covariance matrix Σ(X). f̄ is the long-term mean of f̂1 and f̂2, 0 is the long-term mean of π1826

and π2, and γss = σδ
√
σ2
f (1−Ψ2) + λ2σ2

δ−λσ2
δ is the uncertainty conditional on πi = 0. The827

derivations of the long-term means are provided in Appendix A. The long-term uncertainty828

γss is computed in Appendix B.829

The drift µ(X) and the variance-covariance matrix Σ(X) are expanded around the ref-830

erence vector x0 defined in 3. More precisely, µ(X) and Σ(X) are written831

µ(X) ≈ K0 +K1X

Σ(X) ≈ H0 +
17∑
i=1

HiXi,

whereK1 andHi, i = 0, . . . , 17 are 17-dimensional squared matrices andK0 a 17-dimensional832

vector. K0, K1, and Hi, i = 0, . . . , 17 are available upon request.833

Using the approximation, the theory on affine processes applies. Following Duffie et al.834

(2000), the transforms defined in Equations (E.1) and (E.2) are approximated by835

Et
(
eεζ1T+χQ̃T

)
≈ eᾱ(T−t)+

∑17
i=1 β̄i(T−t)Xi , (E.6)

where the functions ᾱ(.) and β̄i(.), i = 1, . . . , 17, solve a set of 18 Riccati equations subject836

to ᾱ(0) = 0, β̄1(0) = ε, β̄2(0) = χ, and β̄i(0) = 0, i = 3, . . . , 17.837

The system of Riccati equations is838
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β̄′(τ) = K>1 β̄(τ) +
1

2
β̄(τ)>H+β̄(τ)

ᾱ′(τ) = K>0 β̄(τ) +
1

2
β̄(τ)>H0β̄(τ),

where τ = T − t.14 The set of Riccati equations is solved numerically. Then, substituting839

Equation (E.6) in Equations (E.1) and (E.2) determines the single-dividend paying securities840

prices P T
1 and P T

2 . As described in Equation (16), stock prices are obtained by numerically841

integrating over the single-dividend paying securities.842

Appendix F. Illustration of FF48 Attention Measures843

Figure G.1 depicts the time series of model-implied attention to each of the Fama-French844

48 industries. Time series are at the monthly frequency from 08/1972 to 08/2015, and are845

extracted from the maximum likelihood estimation described in Section 2.4 and Appendix846

C. It is worth noting that attention measures feature important swings and are weakly847

correlated among each other. The mean and median cross-industry attention correlations848

are 0.11 and 0.12, respectively.849

[Insert Figure G.1 about here.]

Appendix G. Risk Aversion, the Volatility-Attention Relationship, and the Busi-850

ness Cycle851

Table G1 shows the model-implied relationship between volatility and attention when852

the coefficient of relative risk aversion is α = 0.8 < 1. While the volatility to stock i is853

more sensitive to attention to stock j 6= i when risk aversion is larger than one (see Table854

2), the volatility of stock i becomes more sensitive to attention to stock i when risk aversion855

is smaller than one (see Table G1). That is, the model implies that the relative impact of856

individual attentions on volatility depends on the value of risk aversion.857

14Note that the matrix H+ is 3-dimensional. It consists in the concatenation of the matrices Hi, i =
1, . . . , 17. This notation is used to avoid writing an equation for each β̄.
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To test this prediction, we regress industry i’s return volatility change on industry i’s858

attention change, industry j’s attention change, industry i’s attention change interacted with859

the dummy variable 1t(Boom), and industry j’s attention change interacted with 1t(Boom).860

The dummy variable 1t(Boom) is equal to 1 when the GDP growth rate in month t is861

greater than its 5-year moving average (i.e., economic boom), and 0 otherwise. As in Section862

4, industries i and j are fundamentally unrelated.863

Column (2) of Table G2 shows that, in bad times (when 1t(Boom) = 0), industry i’s864

volatility reacts more to industry j’s attention. Indeed, the coefficient on industry j’s atten-865

tion is equal to 0.032 and is statistically significant at the 5% level, whereas that on industry866

i’s attention is insignificant. In contrast, industry i’s volatility reacts more to industry i’s867

attention in good times (when 1t(Boom) = 1). Indeed, the coefficient on industry i’s atten-868

tion is equal to −0.008 + 0.087 = 0.079, whereas that on industry j’s attention is equal to869

0.032− 0.008 = 0.024.870

These empirical results are consistent with our model’s prediction that industry i’s volatil-871

ity is more sensitive to industry j’s (resp., industry i’s) attention when risk aversion is high872

(resp., low). The reason is that risk aversion is counter-cyclical (Brandt and Wang, 2003;873

Bollerslev et al., 2011), being larger in bad times than in good times. In particular, Bollerslev874

et al. (2011) show that risk aversion tends to drop below one during high growth periods.875

[Insert Tables G1 and G2 about here.]
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Table G1: Model-Implied Regressions of Return Volatility on Attention when
Risk Aversion is α = 0.8.

This table reports the outputs obtained by regressing: (1) stock 1’s return volatility change,
∆σ1, on stock 1’s attention change, ∆Φ1, and stock 2’s attention change, ∆Φ2; and (2) stock
2’s return volatility change, ∆σ2, on both attention changes. The model-implied regression
outputs are obtained by simulating the model at a monthly frequency over a 50-year horizon.
t-statistics are in brackets and ∗∗∗, ∗∗, and ∗ indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% levels, respectively. Although not reported, each regression features an intercept.

∆σ1 ∆σ2

(1) (2)

∆Φ1 0.037∗∗∗ 0.007∗∗∗

(24.42) (4.41)

∆Φ2 0.004∗∗ 0.036∗∗∗

(2.37) (23.90)

Adj. R2 0.501 0.496
Nobs. 600 600
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Table G2: Time-varying Attention and Cross-Industry Volatility Spillover: Ef-
fect of the Business Cycle

This table reports results examining the impact of the business cycle on the relationship
between time-varying attentions and cross-industry volatility spillovers. We estimate the
monthly panel regression on 18 fundamentally unrelated pairs of Fama-French 48 industries
from 1972 to 2015. See Table 5 for details of the industry pairings. The dependent variable is
∆σi,t+1, the monthly change in return volatility of industry i at time t+1. The independent
variables of interests are the monthly changes in attention to the i industry, ∆Φi,t, and to
its fundamentally unrelated j industry, ∆Φj,t. The regression specification that we examine
is similar to that in Column (3) of Table 6, and for convenience, this result is replicated here
in Column (1). 1t(Boom) is an indicator variable equal to 1 when the GDP growth rate
at time t is greater than its 5-year moving average (i.e., economic boom), and 0 otherwise.
Industry-pair fixed effects and Macro control variables are included in all specifications. All
specifications include 3 lags (one quarter) of the dependent variable and of the monthly
change in attention variables. Newey-West t-statistics adjusted for heteroskedasticity and
autocorrelations are reported in parentheses below each estimate. *, **, and *** indicate
statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Dependent var: ∆σi,t+1

( 1 ) ( 2 )

∆Φi,t 0.039** −0.008
(2.10) (−0.35)

∆Φj,t 0.025** 0.032**
(2.37) (1.99)

∆Φi,t × 1t(Boom) 0.087***
(2.52)

∆Φj,t × 1t(Boom) −0.008
(−0.46)

1t(Expansion) 0.001
(1.52)

Lagged dependent var X X
Lagged attentions var X X
Macro controls X X
Industry-pair FE X X

No. cross sections 18 18
Time-series length 516 516
Adjusted R2 10.2% 10.6%
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Table G3: Monthly Attention, Volatilities, and Correlations

We report summary statistics of the variables used to test the model’s empirical predictions.
Table 5 describes the industry sectors and the matched industry pairs that are in our sample.
Panel A reports summary statistics of monthly investor attention, and return volatilities.
Panel B reports summary statistics of monthly cross-industry return correlations for the
18 matched pairs of fundamentally unrelated industries. See Section 4.2 for details of these
variable constructions. The sample period is from 08/1972 to 08/2015.

Panel A: Summary Statistics of Monthly Attention and Volatilities

Ind Code Φt σt

Mean Stdev Min Max Mean Stdev Min Max

FOOD 0.615 0.091 0.422 0.762 0.037 0.028 0.002 0.190
SMOKE 0.613 0.121 0.362 0.863 0.051 0.039 0.005 0.275
TOYS 0.638 0.112 0.411 0.942 0.058 0.043 0.004 0.403
FUN 0.635 0.147 0.256 0.895 0.061 0.051 0.002 0.366
HLTH 0.605 0.134 0.308 0.764 0.062 0.047 0.003 0.361
MEDEQ 0.640 0.090 0.359 0.809 0.044 0.032 0.003 0.221
CHEM 0.653 0.066 0.414 0.770 0.046 0.036 0.004 0.314
TXTLS 0.655 0.063 0.458 0.823 0.056 0.051 0.003 0.446
CNSTR 0.628 0.091 0.409 0.747 0.059 0.043 0.005 0.356
FABPR 0.597 0.064 0.375 0.731 0.058 0.042 0.006 0.297
SHIPS 0.678 0.121 0.249 0.916 0.060 0.046 0.004 0.372
GUNS 0.646 0.102 0.397 0.929 0.052 0.040 0.004 0.343
GOLD 0.575 0.150 0.235 0.983 0.087 0.064 0.006 0.557
MINES 0.562 0.220 0.080 0.971 0.062 0.048 0.004 0.408
COAL 0.603 0.098 0.251 0.836 0.085 0.066 0.005 0.452
PERSV 0.626 0.115 0.411 0.804 0.053 0.039 0.005 0.318
BUSSV 0.641 0.075 0.503 0.800 0.054 0.040 0.004 0.308
CHIPS 0.649 0.123 0.336 0.809 0.062 0.048 0.005 0.376
PAPER 0.644 0.057 0.459 0.775 0.045 0.034 0.003 0.293
TRANS 0.666 0.088 0.381 0.801 0.047 0.034 0.004 0.313
WHLSL 0.652 0.100 0.426 0.832 0.043 0.033 0.001 0.323

Panel B: Summary Statistics of Monthly Return Correlations

Pair No. Industry Industry ρt

Mean Stdev Min Max

1 SMOKE MEDEQ 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
2 SMOKE BUSSV 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
3 GOLD COAL 0.249 0.747 -1.0 1.0
4 SMOKE CHEM 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
5 SMOKE CHIPS 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
6 FUN SHIPS 0.420 0.681 -1.0 1.0
7 GUNS GOLD 0.086 0.756 -1.0 1.0
8 FABPR GOLD 0.123 0.759 -1.0 1.0
9 HLTH GOLD 0.099 0.76 -1.0 1.0
10 GOLD PERSV 0.249 0.747 -1.0 1.0
11 SMOKE PAPER 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
12 TOYS GOLD 0.159 0.763 -1.0 1.0
13 SMOKE TRANS 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
14 FOOD SMOKE 0.568 0.612 -1.0 1.0
15 TXTLS SHIPS 0.472 0.655 -1.0 1.0
16 CNSTR GOLD 0.198 0.753 -1.0 1.0
17 GOLD MINES 0.249 0.747 -1.0 1.0
18 SMOKE WHLSL 0.345 0.709 -1.0 1.0
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Figure G.1: Time Series of FF48 Attention Measures.
FF48 stands for the Fama-French 48 industries. Each curve represents attention to one
particular industry.
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Manuscript 17-028 – Fluctuating Attention and Financial876

Contagion877

Letter to the Editor878

Dear Professor Jermann,879

We are resubmitting herewith the paper entitled “Fluctuating Attention and Financial Con-880

tagion.” We are grateful for the feedback that we received from you and the two anonymous881

referees on our previous version of the paper. We made sincere effort to address all the882

concerns that were raised.883

Our reading of the comments from the previous submission indicated that there are four884

main areas that we need to improve in this revision. We list these areas and summarize how885

we address the associated comments below:886

• Measuring attention. The second referee (R2) was not convinced by our attention mea-887

sures and suggested that we more closely tie the model to the data by fitting it to div-888

idend growth rates, and therefore extract attention measures from the estimation. We889

have closely followed this suggestion and fit the model to the Fama-French 48 (FF48)890

industries’ realized and expected dividend growth rates using maximum likelihood.891

This allows us to directly extract the model-implied attention paid to each industry.892

Our model-implied attention measures are highly related to changes in trading volume893

in their respective industries. This is consistent with the argument in Gervais et al.894

(2001) and the recent empirical evidence in Fisher et al. (2017) and Gargano and Rossi895

(2017) that trading volume and attention are positively and strongly related. Overall,896

the main empirical results in the paper are qualitatively unaffected when we use these897

new model-implied attention measure.898

Relatedly, the first referee (R1) suggested that we test whether our attention measures899

are more likely to depend on the direction of dividend surprise shocks or on the magni-900

tude of dividend surprise shocks. The estimation shows that attention depends strongly901

and inversely on the direction of dividend surprise shocks, whereas the dependence on902

the magnitude of these shocks is much weaker.903
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• Identifying fundamentally unrelated industries. R2 questioned the way we identified904

fundamentally unrelated industry returns by decomposing them into the cash-flow905

news component and the discount-rate news component. The referee (R2), instead,906

suggested that we identify fundamentally unrelated industries based on their trading907

relationship with one another. We follow this suggestion and use customer-supplier re-908

lationship data at the individual firm level to identify fundamentally unrelated industry909

pairs, and show that attention-driven return and volatility spillovers exist among these910

pairs.911

• Other implications of the attention measure. The referees requested that we provide912

additional evidence in support of our attention measures. R1 suggested that we test an913

additional prediction of our model which implies that there is a negative relation be-914

tween current attention and future uncertainty. Consistent with the model’s prediction,915

we provide evidence that attention is inversely related to future uncertainty, defined as916

the absolute deviation of the median real GDP growth forecast from the realized GDP917

growth (van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp, 2006). Further, as suggested to us by R2,918

we show that the post-earnings-announcement drift (PEAD) to each security is weaker919

when our attention measure to the industry is high. This finding is largely consistent920

with Dellavigna and Pollet (2009), who find that the effect of PEAD following earn-921

ings announcement surprises are stronger for Friday earnings announcements—when922

investor attention is likely lower. Results from these additional tests provide further923

support for the models predictions and suggest that our attention measures are indeed924

measuring investors attention.925

• Asymmetry in the volatility response to attention. The second referee (R2) suggests926

that we provide a discussion on why the return volatility of industry 1 is more sensitive927

to industry 1’s attention in the data, whereas it is more sensitive to industry 2’s928

attention (i.e., its unrelated industry’s attention) in the model. We now show that929

the model’s prediction on the sensitivity of industry 1’s volatility to the respective930

industries 1’s and 2’s attentions depends on the value of the risk aversion coefficient.931

When risk aversion is high (resp., low), the volatility of industry 1 reacts more to932
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industry 2’s (resp., industry 1’s) attention. We empirically verify this prediction by933

measuring the response of industry 1’s volatility to its respective industry attentions in934

good and bad times. We show that industry 1’s volatility reacts more to industry 2’s935

attention in bad times, whereas it reacts more to industry 1’s attention in good times.936

Since risk aversion is high in bad times and low in good times (Brandt and Wang,937

2003; Bollerslev et al., 2011), these empirical findings lend support to the prediction938

of the model.939

All the comments raised by the referees are addressed in detail in their response letters, as940

well as discussed in the paper. In addition to the points raised by the referees, we have941

addressed your two specific comments as follows.942

First, we now discuss in the introduction the difference between our exogenously-driven943

attention model and the endogenously-driven attention models of Veldkamp (2006a,b) and944

van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp (2010).945

Second, we now show in Table 3 that, although the change in correlation that is due946

to a change in attention might appear relatively small in Figure 2, such a change is eas-947

ily detectable using standard statistical methods. Using model-simulated data, we regress948

changes in return correlation on changes in attention to stock 1 and stock 2 and find positive949

and statistically significant (at the 1% level) slope coefficients. Also note that, although the950

variation in correlation depicted in Figure 2 might appear relatively small (the correlation951

varies from 0.59 to 0.64, which is an 8.5% increase), this variation is quite sensitive to the952

values of state variables and preference parameters. For instance, we find that: (1) The953

correlation varies between 0.54 and 0.73 (i.e., a 35% increase) when the dividend share is 0.6954

instead of 0.5; (2) The correlation varies between 0.53 and 0.67 (i.e., a 26% increase) when955

attention to stock 2 is 0 instead of 0.64; and (3) The correlation varies between 0.2 and 0.3956

(i.e., a 50% increase) when the representative agent has Epstein-Zin utility with risk aversion957

equal to 6 and elasticity of intertemporal substitution equal to 0.5 instead of CRRA utility958

with risk aversion equal to 3.959
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This paper has neither been published elsewhere, nor accepted for publication elsewhere, or960

under editorial review for publication elsewhere.961

Thank you very much for considering our work and for giving us the opportunity to revise962

and resubmit our paper. We believe that the paper has improved significantly in response963

to the feedback that we received from the previous round. We hope that you will agree.964

965

966

Sincerely,967

968

Michael Hasler and Chayawat Ornthanalai969
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Manuscript 17-028 – Fluctuating Attention and Financial970

Contagion971

Response to Referee # 1’s Report972

Thank you very much for your constructive and insightful comments on our paper. We973

are grateful for your feedback and have made sincere efforts to address all the comments974

that you raised. We believe that the paper has improved significantly as a result. We975

first highlight the main changes that we made in response to the overall comments that we976

received. After, we provide a detailed response to each of your comments.977

We summarize below the three areas where we made substantial changes in response to978

the comments that we received from the review team.979

• Measuring attention. To more closely tie the model to the data, we now fit it to the980

Fama-French 48 (FF48) industries’ realized and expected dividend growth rates using981

maximum likelihood. This approach allows us to directly extract the model-implied982

attention paid to each industry. Our model-implied attention measures are highly983

related to changes in trading volume in their respective industries. This is consistent984

with the argument in Gervais et al. (2001) and the recent empirical evidence in Fisher985

et al. (2017) and Gargano and Rossi (2017) that trading volume and attention are986

positively and strongly related. Overall, the main empirical results in the paper are987

qualitatively unaffected when we use these model-implied attention measure.988

Relatedly, your report suggested that we test whether our attention measures are more989

likely to depend on the direction of dividend surprise shocks or on the magnitude of990

dividend surprise shocks. The model estimation shows that attention depends strongly991

and inversely on the direction of dividend surprise shocks, whereas the dependence on992

the magnitude of these shocks is much weaker.993

• Identifying fundamentally unrelated industries. The review team suggested that a more994

natural way to identify fundamentally unrelated industries is to look at their trading995

relationship with one another. We follow this suggestion and use customer-supplier re-996

lationship data at the individual firm level to identify fundamentally unrelated industry997
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pairs, and show that attention-driven return and volatility spillovers exist among these998

pairs.999

• Other implications of the attention measure. It has been requested that we provide1000

additional evidence in support of our attention measures. In particular, your report1001

suggested that we test an additional prediction of our model which implies that there is1002

a negative relation between current attention and future uncertainty. Consistent with1003

this model’s prediction, we provide evidence that attention is indeed inversely related1004

to future uncertainty, defined as the absolute deviation of the median real GDP growth1005

forecast from the realized GDP growth (van Nieuwerburgh and Veldkamp, 2006). Fur-1006

ther, we also show that the post-earnings-announcement drift (PEAD) to each security1007

is weaker when our attention measure to the industry is relatively high. This find-1008

ing is largely consistent with Dellavigna and Pollet (2009), who find that the effect1009

of PEAD following earnings announcement surprises are stronger for Friday earnings1010

announcements—when investor attention is likely lower. Overall, results from these1011

additional tests which we discuss in Section 4.1 provide further support for the model’s1012

predictions and suggest that our attention measures are indeed measuring investors’1013

attention.1014

The remainder of this response letter addresses each of your specific comments in detail.1015

Your comments are in italics and our responses are in normal font.1016

Comments1017

1. I would like to see more support to one of the key assumptions of the model. That is,1018

why investors pay more attention to bad news, rather than good news? It would be nice1019

to cite more explicit and direct empirical evidence to support this key assumption of the1020

model [...] To me, investors can easily pay more attention after good news [...] Also it1021

is plausible that investors pay more attention to extreme news, either good or bad (see1022

Barber and Odean (2008)). Thus, the attention is increasing in the absolute level of past1023

news.1024
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More important, the cited evidence is based on attention to the aggregate variable. The1025

attention in the current paper is mostly about industry level. It would be nice to point1026

out a few more papers documenting this key asymmetric attention assumption. Also since1027

the authors have a proxy for attention, one can formally test whether attention1028

level is indeed higher after adverse shocks, or the attention increases with1029

the magnitude of the shock, regardless of the direction of the shock.1030

Response. In the introduction, we now cite more papers supporting that investor at-1031

tention tends to be higher in bad times, or after adverse shocks. Vlastakis and Markellos1032

(2012) and Goddard, Kita, and Wang (2015) show that there is a strong positive rela-1033

tion between attention and return volatility in the cross-section of stocks and exchange1034

rates, respectively. Since volatility is countercyclical, attention to individual stocks and1035

exchanges rates is higher in bad times than in good times. Andrei and Hasler (2015) show1036

that attention to financial and economic news, measured using Google search volumes,1037

spikes during the recent financial crisis. Fisher, Martineau, and Sheng (2017) construct1038

attention indices paid to 9 different types of fundamental news, and provide evidence1039

that attention increases following adverse shocks. For example, they show that attention1040

increases following a rise in unemployment or a decline in house prices.1041

In order to more closely link our model to the data, we now fit the model to the Fama-1042

French 48 industries realized and expected real dividend growth rates by maximum likeli-1043

hood (see Section 2.4). This allows us to directly test whether attention to each industry1044

is positively (if Λ < 0) or negatively (if Λ > 0) related to the industry shock (see Equa-1045

tions (5) and (6) for the relation between attention and the industry shock). As shown1046

in Table 1, the parameter Λ is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, which1047

confirms that industry attention rises following a negative/adverse industry shock. Note1048

that if, instead, the estimation had provided a negative and significant parameter Λ, then1049

attention would rise following a positive shock.1050

Although not reported in the paper, we have estimated an alternative model in which1051

attention to industry i is specified as follows:1052
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Φit =
Ψ

Ψ + (1−Ψ)eΛπ2
it

,

where the performance index, πit, is defined as in the paper (see Equation (6)). In this1053

case, attention to each industry would depend on the magnitude of the shock, regardless1054

of its direction. While the estimation of the model described in the paper (where Φit1055

depends directly on πit and not π2
it) yields a t-stat of 20 for the estimate of Λ, estimation1056

of the above model yields a t-stat of −1.42 for Λ (the negative t-stat shows that attention1057

increases with the magnitude of the shock). We therefore find a sizable drop in the t-stat1058

for the estimate of Λ when we let attention depends on the magnitude of πit regardless of1059

its direction. This suggests that attention is much more strongly related to the direction1060

of the shock than to the magnitude of the shock.15 For robustness, we verify that this1061

result also holds when we estimate the model using S&P500 index instead of using the1062

FF48 industries. In this case, we fit the attention model described in the paper (Equation1063

(5)) and the model described above using S&P500 realized and expected real dividend1064

growth rates. Consistent with the previous discussion, the t-stat of Λ is equal to 4.80 in1065

the former model and drops to about −0.73 in the latter model.1066

2. In the key regression analysis in Tables 5 and 6, it seems to me that one should use changes1067

in volatility and changes in correlations as dependent variables, since the independent1068

variables are the innovations to attention. The theory implies that the dependent variables1069

should be changes, rather than levels. If one uses innovations in volatility and correlations1070

as dependent variables, it would be nice to show that attention can account for a significant1071

portion of their variation, and thus, to highlight the quantitative importance of the channel1072

proposed by this paper.1073

Response. We now use changes in volatility, correlation, and attention consistently1074

throughout our regression analyses. This practice applies to the regression conducted on1075

the model-simulated data (see Tables 2 and 3), and to the regression conducted on the1076

15Note that the conclusion is the same if π2
it is substituted by abs(πit) in the model above.
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FF48 industry data (see Tables 6 and 7).1077

Following your comment, we now provide a discussion on the quantitative importance1078

of our attention measures in driving the volatility and return spillover effects in Section1079

4.3. To help facilitate the economic interpretation, we also include descriptive statistics1080

of relevant variables (i.e., attention measure, return volatility, and return correlation) for1081

the industries in our sample in Appendix Table G3. We provide a brief summary of our1082

findings on the economic importance of the attention-driven financial contagion below.1083

Table 6 tests the model’s prediction on the effect of fluctuating investor attention on1084

volatility spillovers between two fundamentally unrelated industries i and j. The coeffi-1085

cient estimates from this table indicates that a one-standard deviation increase in monthly1086

attention to industry i (resp., industry j) yields a 0.36% (resp., 0.21%) increase in monthly1087

return volatility of industry i. Given that the average monthly return volatility across in-1088

dustries is 5.6%, this implies that a one-standard deviation increase in attention raises an1089

industry return volatility by about 6.4% (resp., 4.9%) of its average, which is economically1090

sizable.1091

Table 6 tests the model’s prediction on the effect of fluctuating investor attention on re-1092

turn correlations between two fundamentally unrelated industries i and j. The coefficient1093

estimates from this table indicates that a one-standard deviation increase in monthly1094

attention to either industry i or j could lead to an increase in their monthly return cor-1095

relations of up 7.3%. Given that the average return correlation across our fundamentally1096

unrelated industry pairs is 29%, this implies that a one-standard deviation shock in at-1097

tention to either industry i or j raises the return correlation by about 25% of its average,1098

which is economically large.1099

Overall, our regression estimates in Table 6 and 6 show that fluctuating investor attention1100

can explain a substantial variation in the volatility and return correlations of fundamen-1101

tally unrelated industries. This suggests that the attention channel has an economically1102

important impact on the return and volatility spillover effects.1103

1104
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3. The model also has clear implications on the relation between attention and uncertainty1105

as defined in the paper. In particular, the model implies that high attention predicts low1106

future uncertainty, whereas low attention is followed by high uncertainty. It would be nice1107

to test this prediction using forecast/survey data such as those from SPF or Livingston.1108

Response. We precisely follow your suggestion and show that our model-implied atten-1109

tion measure is inversely related to future uncertainty. This finding is shown in Section1110

4.1. Here, we measure uncertainty as the absolute deviation of the median real GDP1111

growth forecast from the realized real GDP growth rate (see also van Nieuwerburgh and1112

Veldkamp (2006)). Data are obtained from the Survey of Professional Forecasters. To1113

obtain an aggregate attention measure, we sum up the 48 industry attention measures.1114

Figure 3 shows that regressing future uncertainty on current FF48 aggregate attention1115

yields a negative and significant slope coefficient. This indicates that high attention today1116

yields lower uncertainty in the future, lending support to an important model’s implica-1117

tion for which you highlighted.1118

For robustness, we also verify that our results hold when we use the model-implied at-1119

tention measure that are fitted to the S&P500 index rather than to the FF48 industries.1120

Here, we regress future uncertainty as defined above on current S&P 500 attention, where1121

S&P 500 attention is obtained by fitting our time-varying attention model to S&P 5001122

realized and expected real dividend growth rates. Although not reported in the paper,1123

the t-stat of the slope coefficient is again negative and significant (t-stats range between1124

−2.5 and −4 depending on the time lag under consideration), confirming the model’s1125

prediction that current attention and future uncertainty are inversely related.1126
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Manuscript 17-028 – Fluctuating Attention and Financial1127

Contagion1128

Response to Referee # 2’s Report1129

Thank you very much for your constructive and insightful comments on our paper. We1130

are grateful for your feedback and have made sincere efforts to address all the comments1131

that you raised. We believe that the paper has improved significantly as a result.1132

We group your comments by topic and summarize them below in italics. Each comment1133

is followed by our response in normal font, which explains how we address the comment and1134

how we incorporate the changes that we have made in response to it in the new version of1135

the paper.1136

Comments on Attention Proxies1137

1. • The authors argue high trading volume proxies for high attention [...] In addition,1138

why should institutional ownership be associated with attention? [...] The same1139

applies to the number of analysts following a stock. Also, the paper argues trad-1140

ing requires attention. In time of increasing importance of automated trading, how1141

relevant is this argument?1142

• [...] To create the measure of attention the authors log transform each variable,1143

regress it on a time trend, normalize it by full sample moments, then take the average1144

across the measures and apply a first-order autoregressive model and use the residual1145

from this regression as predictor. This raises a couple of concerns. First, the authors1146

should adjust standard errors in the forecasting regressions for the multiple generated1147

regressor problem. Second, the predictor uses forward-looking data.1148

• The model, instead, implies the authors could calculate their attention1149

measure at the industry level using actual dividend payments and a sta-1150

tistical model for dividend-growth expectations. This would tie the em-1151

pirical analysis more tightly to the model and would circumvent several1152

of the concerns I raise above.1153
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Response. In order to closely tie our model to the data, we now follow your suggestion1154

by fitting the model to the Fama-French 48 industries’ realized and expected real dividend1155

growth rates using maximum likelihood (see Section 2.4). This implies that the current1156

attention paid to an industry is determined by the industry’s history of dividend surprises1157

(see Equations (5) and (6)) and no longer by trading volume, institutional ownership, and1158

analyst coverage.1159

2. How highly correlated are the attention measures across industries in the data? If they1160

are highly correlated, then it might suggest they just capture overall attention to aggregate1161

shocks and it might be difficult to argue that we see contagion due to spillovers.1162

Response. The mean and median of cross-industry attention correlations are 0.11 and1163

0.12, respectively (see Appendix F for their time-series plots). This finding suggests that1164

our attention measures are less likely to capture the overall attention to aggregate shocks.1165

Also, please refer to Comment 8 below for details on how our regression analysis controls1166

for the potential impact of aggregate shocks.1167

3. To get a better feeling for the data, I would love to see time-series plots of the raw attention1168

measures.1169

Response. Time-series plots of the attention measures are provided in Appendix F.1170

1171

Comments on Unrelated Fundamentals1172

4. One of the key stylized facts of business cycles around the world are substantial comove-1173

ments across aggregate series such as real GDP, investment, and consumption but also1174

across sectors. This would somewhat question the arguments in the paper. In fact, a1175

growing literature in macroeconomics argues sectoral linkages through intermediate in-1176

puts might be a central driver for aggregate fluctuations (see Acemoglu et al. (2012) and1177

Ozdagli and Weber (2016)).1178

The model predict fundamentals are orthogonal [...] So far, the authors do not provide1179

evidence that sectors are fundamentally unrelated as they write in the abstract. One way1180

to test that would be to use the input-output tables from the Bureau of Economic Analysis1181
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and show spillovers exists for industries which do not have direct or indirect trade linkages1182

through intermediate input production.1183

Response. We have followed your suggestion in the current version of the paper and iden-1184

tify Fama-French 48 (FF48) industries that are unrelated to each other using their trading1185

relationships. We use the firm-level customer-supplier relationship data constructed from1186

the COMPUSTAT Segment Customer File to identify a network of suppliers and cus-1187

tomers for each firm (see also Cohen and Frazzini (2008)). We consider any direct and1188

indirect customer-supplier relationships that can be linked up to the sixth-degree of sep-1189

aration. This method allows us to calculate the degree of relatedness between all possible1190

pairs of industries. We consider only industry pairs for which less than 5% of firms in the1191

first industry are related to firms in the second industry, and vice versa. Financial indus-1192

tries are excluded. Using this method, we are able to identify 18 pairs of similarly-sized1193

industries that are unlikely to be fundamentally related. Our main empirical tests in the1194

current version are conducted using these 18 pairs of industries. We find that our main1195

conclusions drawn in the previous version are unaffected by showing that attention-driven1196

return and volatility spillovers exist among these industry pairs.1197

1198

Comments on Cash-flow and Discount-rate News1199

5. • [...] Cash-flow news are measured as residual and there is evidence return predictabil-1200

ity decreased in the 1990s, possibly due to structural changes in the economy, see,1201

e.g., Lettau and Van Nieuwerburgh (2007). Is the reduced return predictability re-1202

sponsible for the importance of cash-flow news?1203

• Relatedly, from Cochrane (1992) and others, we know discount-rate news are the1204

main driver of the aggregate market. Vuolteenaho (2002) rationalizes the two findings1205

by showing cash-flow news are mainly idiosyncratic, consistent with the paper, but1206

discount rate news are highly correlated across firms. The main question, then, is1207

whether the authors of the current paper just pick up this high correlation in discount-1208

rate news across sectors rather than a spillover effect.1209

• Weber (2015) is a recent application of the Campbell (1991) return decomposition.1210
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• The authors follow Vuolteenaho (2002) and use, for example, the log return on equity1211

or log excess return. How do they handle zero or negative observations?1212

• I find the language sometimes confusing and would prefer the authors to refer to1213

Ndr2
i,t as discount-rate news rather than discount-rate return.1214

• The authors should provide some falsification tests and show their predictions are1215

not borne out by cash-flow news.1216

• I’m not exactly sure why the authors use discount- and cash-flow news rather than1217

raw returns, given they do not show the results do not hold for cash-flow news.1218

Response. In the previous version of the paper, we decomposed raw returns into1219

discount-rate news and cash-flow news components. Since discount-rate news are de-1220

fined as returns which have been stripped out of their cash-flow news component, we1221

interpreted discount-rate news of two fundamentally related industries as returns of two1222

fundamentally unrelated industries. Since the model predicts that “contagion” arises1223

between fundamentally unrelated industries/sectors (i.e., industries that have unrelated1224

cash flows), we used industry discount-rate returns to empirically test that contagion1225

exists in the U.S. equity market.1226

In the current version of the paper, we proceed differently by identifying fundamentally1227

unrelated industries using the customer-supplier relationship data (see answer to Com-1228

ment 4 above). Therefore, we now use raw returns to test our model’s predictions.1229

It is important to emphasize that, although completely different, both approaches that we1230

use to identify fundamentally unrelated industry returns yield the same result. Namely,1231

there exists attention-driven contagion in the U.S. equity market, as predicted by the1232

model.1233

Comments on the Empirical Results1234

6. [...] the model predicts higher attention results in faster transmission of news into returns1235

and as a results in more volatile discount rates. Can the authors provide empirical ev-1236

idence for the key mechanism of the model? One possible way is to show post earnings1237
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announcement drifts are shorter, or less pronounced in periods of high attention or for1238

sectors to which investors pay lots of attentions.1239

Response. Following you suggestion, we show that the post-earnings-announcement1240

drift (PEAD) is weaker when attention paid to the industry is relatively high. We dis-1241

cuss this finding in Section 4.1 and report the results in Table 4. For this analysis, we1242

double-sort firms into 5×5 groups based on the level of earnings surprises as measured1243

using their standardized unadjusted earnings (SUE) and the level of attention paid to1244

their industry. We find that the PEAD is weaker subsequent to earnings announcement1245

surprises (positive or negative) when attention paid to the industry is high. This finding1246

is strongest for negative earnings surprises, which is consistent with Dellavigna and Pollet1247

(2009) who show that the PEAD is weaker for earnings announced on Friday — when1248

investor attention is likely lower.1249

1250

7. [...] an increase in attention to sector 1 increases the volatility of sector 2 more than the1251

one sector 1 itself. I would love to see any evidence supporting this prediction. Evidence1252

consistent with the prediction would also alleviate concerns other mechanisms might be1253

at work such downside risk or similar (see discussion below). Given similar in-sample1254

variances, my reading of Table 5 is that industries are more sensitive to own-industry1255

attention rather than attention of other industries. This seems to contradict the model1256

prediction and I would be curious to read a discussion of it in the paper.1257

Response. Comparing Tables 2 and G1 shows that the relative impact of individual1258

attentions on the volatility depends on the value of risk aversion in the model. While the1259

volatility to stock i is more sensitive to changes in attention to stock j when risk aversion1260

is equal to 3, the volatility of stock i becomes more sensitive to changes in attention to1261

stock i when risk aversion is smaller than one.1262

We empirically test this prediction and report the results in Table G2; see also Section1263

Appendix G for the discussion. Here, we regress industry i’s return volatility change1264

(∆σi,t) on industry i’s and j’s attention changes (resp., ∆Φi,t and ∆Φj,t), as well as on1265

their interacted terms with the dummy variable for periods of economic boom, 1t(Boom).1266
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The dummy variable 1t(Boom) is equal to 1 when the GDP growth rate in month t is1267

greater than its 5-year moving average, and 0 otherwise.1268

Column (2) of Table G2 shows that, in bad times (when 1t(Boom) = 0), industry i’s1269

volatility reacts more to industry j’s attention. Indeed, the coefficient on industry j’s1270

attention is equal to 0.032 and is statistically significant at the 5% level, whereas that1271

on industry i’s attention is insignificant. In contrast, industry i’s volatility reacts more1272

to industry i’s attention in good times (when 1t(Boom) = 1). Indeed, the coefficient on1273

industry i’s attention is equal to −0.008 + 0.087 = 0.079, whereas that on industry j’s1274

attention is equal to 0.032− 0.008 = 0.024.1275

These empirical results are consistent with our model’s prediction that industry i’s volatil-1276

ity is more sensitive to industry j’s (resp., industry i’s) attention when risk aversion is1277

high (resp., low). The reason is that risk aversion is counter-cyclical (Brandt and Wang,1278

2003; Bollerslev et al., 2011), being larger in bad times than in good times. In particular,1279

Bollerslev et al. (2011) show that risk aversion typically drops below one during high1280

growth periods.1281

1282

8. I miss a discussion of potential concerns to the findings in the paper. I’m mainly worried1283

of the following alternative story: we have one aggregate shock. Industries have differential1284

exposure to the shock. Investor attention fluctuates as a function of the shock. I do not see1285

how any of the findings in the paper can differentiate that story from the model proposed1286

in the paper.1287

Response. In our tests of the model’s predictions, Tables 6 and 7 show that the effect1288

of attention-driven return and volatility spillovers are robust to the inclusion of various1289

macroeconomic variables (Columns (3) and (6)), as well as the inclusion of year-month1290

fixed effects (Columns (2) and (5)). We believe that these tests help mitigate some of1291

the concerns that our main findings are due to aggregate shocks. In fact, our results in1292

Tables 6 and 7 show that the effect of changes in attention variables are generally stronger1293

when we control for macro variables or year-month fixed effects. This suggests that the1294

exclusion of aggregate and macro variables is more likely to bias us against finding the1295
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attention-driven volatility and return spillover results.1296

Nevertheless, as you mentioned in your comment above, industries may have differential1297

exposure to aggregate shocks which is not controlled for in the standard panel-regression1298

framework. To mitigate this concern, we re-estimate our regression models similar to those1299

in Tables 6 and 7 using the linear mixed model with random coefficients. The results are1300

reported in Table R2-1 at the end of this response letter. Here, we allow the regression1301

coefficients on the macro control variables to be unique to each cross section in the panel.1302

This allows for an aggregate macro shock to affect the volatility differently of one industry1303

to the next. Similarly, an aggregate shock can also have a differential impact on the cross-1304

return correlation across different industry pairs. Our results in Table R2-1 show that the1305

coefficient estimates on the attention variables do not substantially change in magnitude1306

and statistical significance when we allow industries to have heterogeneous exposures to1307

macro shocks. We believe that this test helps mitigate the concern that our attention-1308

driven contagion could be driven by industries’ differential exposure to aggregate macro1309

shocks.1310

Other Comments1311

9. I would like to see attempts to disentangle the mechanism proposed in the current paper1312

from other possible mechanisms such as asymmetric information and financial constraints1313

or systemic risk or at least I would encourage the authors to provide verbal arguments why1314

they think these channels cannot drive the results the paper provides (see Yuan (2005) and1315

Pasquariello (2007)) [...] Is there a way to differentiate the explanation proposed in the1316

current paper from models of downside risk or disappointment aversion (see Routledge1317

and Zin (2010) and Delikouras (2016) for disappointment aversion, Ang et al. (2006)1318

and Lettau et al. (2014) for downside risk).1319

Response. At the end of Section 4.3, we mention that our empirical results are unlikely1320

to be explained by alternative theories based on borrowing constraints (Yuan, 2005),1321

downside risk (Ang et al., 2006; Lettau et al., 2014), systematic risk (Pasquariello, 2007),1322

and disappointment aversion (Routledge and Zin, 2010; Delikouras, 2017). The reason is1323

that borrowing constraints bind in bad times, downside risk is particularly high during1324
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market declines, systematic risk measures market risk, and disappointment events occur1325

in bad times when aggregate consumption drops significantly. Each of these features are1326

closely related to the business cycle and market risk, which our four control variables in1327

Tables 6 and 7 (S&P500 return, S&P500 volatility, GDP growth, and inflation) capture.1328

10. The authors motivate the process for the signal (see equation (3)) by referring to dif-1329

ferent, publicly available sources of information such as CNN Money, Financial Times,1330

Bloomberg, etc. If the authors have indeed a large shock to one sector in mind driving1331

attention which is unrelated to other sectors, then I would assume the headlines to be1332

identical and I’m not sure whether this example captures the idea behind process (3). I1333

would simply cut it and just refer to the literature as the authors anyways do at the bottom1334

of page 8.1335

Response. We have cut this part and refer to the existing literature.1336

11. Why would dividend surprises decades ago matter for today’s attention?1337

Response. Because the dividend performance index is defined as a continuous time1338

exponentially weighted moving average, the parameter ω determines the importance of1339

current relative to past dividend surprise observations in the computation of today’s1340

attention (see Equations (5) and (6)). As shown in Table 1, the maximum likelihood1341

estimation yields ω = 0.122. As discussed in Section 2.4, this parameter value implies1342

that the weight assigned to the past 15 years of dividend surprise observations in the1343

determination of today’s attention is about 85%. That is, dividend surprises observed1344

more than 15 years ago have a weak impact on current attention.1345

12. Looking at Figure 4, we see moving from zero attention to stock 1 to full attention to stock1346

1 changes the return correlation between stocks 1 and 2 by roughly 0.05 from 0.81 to 0.86.1347

This seems like a rather small change in correlation for a large change in attention. How1348

much data is needed to statistically differentiate extreme observations for attention using1349

correlations only?1350

Response. The change in correlation implied by a change in attention to stock 1 is now1351

depicted in Figure 2. The correlation varies from about 0.59 to 0.64, which represents an1352

8.5% increase.1353
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Although this model-implied change in correlation might perhaps be perceived as being1354

relatively small, we provide evidence that such a change is statistically detectable using1355

standard methods. To do so, we simulate the model at monthly frequency over 50 years1356

and report in Table 3 the results obtained by regressing changes in correlation on changes1357

in attention to stock 1 and stock 2. The slope coefficients are positive and statistically1358

significant at the 1% level. This shows that, although changes in correlation are also1359

influenced by changes in the other state variables of the model, the impact of attention1360

on correlation is strong enough to make it easily detectable using standard statistical1361

methods.1362

13. I would suggest to use a common smoothing parameter for variances and covariances.1363

Then the issue of correlations larger than 1 in absolute value should also occur less fre-1364

quently.1365

The authors should report how often they encounter correlations larger than 1 in absolute1366

value.1367

Response. We now follow your suggestion and use a common smoothing parameter (i.e.,1368

EWMA coefficient) for variances and covariances. This approach has eliminated the issue1369

of finding correlations larger than 1. Descriptive statistics of our return correlations are1370

shown in Appendix Table G3.1371

14. The authors should cluster standard errors at the quarter level to account for common1372

shocks. Ideally, they would double cluster at the industry and quarter level.1373

Response. For consistency in the main paper, we report Newey-West t-statistics for1374

parameter estimates obtained from the model calibration (Table 1), the time-series re-1375

gressions on model-simulated data (Tables 2, 3, and G1), the time-series regression on1376

observed data (Figure 3), and the panel regressions on unrelated FF48 industries (Tables1377

6, 7, and G2). In Tables R2-2 and R2-3 (included at the end of this response letter), we1378

report regression results with standard errors clustered at the industry-pair level, and dou-1379

ble clustered at the industry-pair and year-month level. We report results from the most1380

conservative regression specification, where industry-pair and year-month fixed effects are1381

included.1382
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We find that clustering at the industry-pair level slightly improves the statistical signifi-1383

cance of the coefficient estimates relative the those obtained using Newey-West estimates.1384

On the other hand, double clustering at the industry-pair and year-month level reduces1385

statistical significance. Nevertheless, we find that statistical significance at the conven-1386

tional level still applies to all of our coefficient estimates of interest, except those in1387

Column (3) of Table R2-2 where their t-statistics are between 1.35–1.37. Therefore, we1388

interpret our empirical results as being fairly robust to alternative methods of calculating1389

standard errors.1390

15. In Table 5, I would want to see a specification without additional covariates.1391

Response. Table 6 in the current version of the paper now reports the results that are1392

related to your comment. In this Table, we report baseline regression results in Columns1393

(1) and (4) where we exclude additional covariates.1394

16. Why do the authors use NYSE/ NASDAQ as the proxy for the market? Do they mean1395

the CRSP index? The latter also includes stocks traded on AMEX.1396

Response. We apologize for this typo. We were using the CRSP index which would1397

include stocks traded on AMEX.1398

17. The explanatory power is higher for EWMA volatility, because it is much smoother and1399

less erratic compared to realized vol the way it is calculated in the paper.1400

Response. We now focus on the EWMA volatility only.1401
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Table R2-1: Robustness Check: Heterogeneous Exposures to Macro Shocks

This table shows the robustness of our main panel regression results in Tables 6 and 7 when allowing each cross section to have
different exposures to the four macro economic control variables: ∆σsp500,t, Returnsp500,t, GDP growthi,t, and Inflation growthi,t.
We report results from estimating a monthly panel of 18 fundamentally unrelated industry pairs from 1972 to 2015. Industries are
defined according to the Fama-French 48 industry classifications. In Columns (1), (3), (5), and (7), the coefficient estimates on
the macro variables are fixed across the 18 cross sections. These estimates are duplicates of the results shown in Tables 6 and 7,
and are replicated here for your convenience. Columns (2), (4), (6), and (8) report results where the coefficient estimates on the
macro variables can differ across the 18 cross sections, i.e., heterogeneous exposures to macro shocks. These results are obtained
from estimating the linear mixed model with random coefficients on the macro variables. T-statistics are reported in parentheses
below each estimate. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Dependent var: ∆σi,t+1 Dependent var: ∆ρij,t+1

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) ( 7 ) ( 8 )

Change in Attentions

∆Φi,t 0.039** 0.039*** 0.366* 0.367*
(2.10) (2.63) (1.88) (1.70)

∆Φj,t 0.025** 0.025** 0.370*** 3.71**
(2.37) (2.12) (2.45) (2.11)

Change in Total Attentions

∆ (Φi,t + Φj,t) 0.031*** 0.031*** 0.370*** 0.371***
(3.42) (3.75) (3.38) (3.06)

Coefficients on macro vars Fixed Mixed Fixed Mixed Fixed Mixed Fixed Mixed

Lagged dependent var X X X X X X X X
Lagged attentions var X X X X X X X X
Industry-pair FE X X X X X X X X

No. cross sections 18 18
Time-series length 516 516
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Table R2-2: Cross-Industry Volatility Spillover: Different Corrections for Standard errors

This table replicates our main regression results shown in Table 6 with different corrections for standard errors in the coefficient
estimates. Year-month and Industry-pair fixed effects are included in all specifications. The dependent variable is ∆σi,t+1, the
monthly change in return volatility of industry i. Columns (1) and (4) report results with Newey-West t-statistics, which are
adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations in the regression residuals; they are duplicates of Columns (2) and (5) from
Table 6 in the main paper. Columns (2) and (5) report results with robust t-statistics clustered at the industry-pair level. Columns
(3) and (6) report results with robust t-statistics double-clustered at the industry-pair and year-month levels. T-statistics are
reported in parentheses below each estimate. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels,
respectively.

Dependent var: ∆σi,t+1

Panel A Panel B

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 )

Change in Attentions

∆Φi,t 0.034* 0.034** 0.034
(1.89) (2.13) (1.33)

∆Φj,t 0.020* 0.020* 0.020
(1.90) (1.91) (1.37)

Change in Total Attentions

∆ (Φi,t + Φj,t) 0.025*** 0.025*** 0.025*
(2.51) (2.48) (1.73)

Standard errors Newey-West Industry-pair Industry-pair & Newey-West Industry-pair Industry-pair &
Cluster Year-month Cluster Cluster Year-month Cluster

Lagged dependent var X X X X X X
Lagged attentions var X X X X X X
Industry-pair FE X X X X X X
Year-month FE X X X X X X

No. cross sections 18 18
Time-series length 516 516
Adjusted R2 39.4% 39.3%
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Table R2-3: Cross-Industry Return Correlation: Different Corrections for Standard errors

This table replicates our main regression results shown in Table 7 with different corrections for standard errors in the coefficient
estimates. Year-month and Industry-pair fixed effects are included. The dependent variable is ∆ρij,t+1, the monthly change in
return correlation between industries i and j from t to t + 1. Columns (1) and (4) report results with Newey-West t-statistics,
which are adjusted for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelations in the regression residuals; they are duplicates of Columns (2) and
(5) from Table 7 in the main paper. Columns (2) and (5) report results with robust t-statistics clustered at the industry-pair
level. Columns (3) and (6) report results with robust t-statistics double-clustered at the industry-pair and year-month levels.
T-statistics are reported in parentheses below each estimate. *, **, and *** indicate statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and
1% levels, respectively.

Dependent var: ∆ρij,t+1

Panel A Panel B

( 1 ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 )

Change in Attentions

∆Φi,t 0.645*** 0.645*** 0.645**
(3.14) (3.23) (2.21)

∆Φj,t 0.686*** 0.686*** 0.686***
(3.47) (3.56) (2.88)

Change in Total Attentions

∆ (Φi,t + Φj,t) 0.670*** 0.670*** 0.670***
(4.17) (4.24) (2.94)

Standard errors Newey-West Industry-pair Industry-pair & Newey-West Industry-pair Industry-pair &
Cluster Year-month Cluster Cluster Year-month Cluster

Lagged dependent var X X X X X X
Lagged attentions var X X X X X X
Industry-pair FE X X X X X X
Year-month FE X X X X X X

No. cross sections 18 18
Time-series length 516 516
Adjusted R2 30.0% 29.9%
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